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Disclaimer

Dear reader,

Please read the complete disclaimer in the 
following pages carefully before you start rea-
ding this Swiss Resource Capital Publication. By 
using this Swiss Resource Capital Publication 
you agree that you have completely understood 
the following disclaimer and you agree comple-
tely with this disclaimer. If at least one of these 
point does not agree with you than reading and 
use of this publication is not allowed.

We point out the following:

Swiss Resource Capital AG and the authors of 
the Swiss Resource Capital AG directly own 
and/or indirectly own shares of following Com-
panies which are described in this publication: 
Alpha Lithium, Canada Nickel, Cypress Develop-
ment, Hannan Metals, Kutcho Copper, Surge 
Copper.

Swiss Resource Capital AG has closed IR 
consultant contracts with the following compa-
nies which are mentioned in this publication:  
Alpha Lithium, Canada Nickel, Cypress Develop-
ment, Hannan Metals, Kutcho Copper

Swiss Resource Capital AG receives compen-
sation expenses from the following companies 
mentioned in this publication: Alpha Lithium, Ca-
nada Nickel, Cypress Development, Hannan Me-
tals, Kutcho Copper, Surge Copper. Therefore, 
all mentioned companies are sponsors of this 
publication.

Risk Disclosure and Liability

Swiss Resource Capital AG is not a securities 
service provider according to WpHG (Germany) and 
BörseG (Austria) as well as Art. 620 to 771 obliga-
tions law (Switzerland) and is not a finance company 
according to § 1 Abs. 3 Nr. 6 KWG. All publications 
of the Swiss Resource Capital AG are explicitly (in-
cluding all the publications published on the website 
http://www.resource-capital.ch and all sub-websi-
tes (like http://www.resource-capital.ch/de) and the 
website http://www.resource-capital.ch itself and its 
sub-websites) neither financial analysis nor are they 
equal to a professional financial analysis. Instead, all 
publications of Swiss Resource Capital AG are 
exclusively for information purposes only and are 
expressively not trading recommendations regar-
ding the buying or selling of securities. All publica-
tions of Swiss Resource Capital AG represent only 
the opinion of the respective author. They are neither 
explicitly nor implicitly to be understood as guaran-

tee of a particular price development of the menti-
oned financial instruments or as a trading invitation. 
Every investment in securities mentioned in publica-
tions of Swiss Resource Capital AG involve risks 
which could lead to total a loss of the invested capi-
tal and – depending on the investment – to further 
obligations for example additional payment liabili-
ties. In general, purchase and sell orders should al-
ways be limited for your own protection.

This applies especially to all second-line-stocks 
in the small and micro cap sector and especially to 
exploration and resource companies which are dis-
cussed in the publications of Swiss Resource Capi-
tal AG  and are exclusively suitable for speculative 
and risk aware investors. But it applies to all other 
securities as well.  Every exchange participant tra-
des at his own risk. The information in the publica-
tions of Swiss Resource Capital AG do not replace 
an on individual needs geared professional invest-
ment advice. In spite of careful research, neither the 
respective author nor Swiss Resource Capital AG 
will neither guarantee nor assume liability for actua-
lity, correctness, mistakes, accuracy, complete-
ness, adequacy or quality of the presented informa-
tion. For pecuniary losses resulting from invest-
ments in securities for which information was 
available in all publications of Swiss Resource Ca-
pital AG liability will be assumed neither by Swiss 
Capital Resource AG nor by the respective author 
neither explicitly nor implicitly.

Any investment in securities involves risks. Politi-
cal, economical or other changes can lead to signi-
ficant stock price losses and in the worst case to a 
total loss of the invested capital and – depending 
on the investment – to further obligations for ex-
ample additional payment liabilities. Especially in-
vestments in (foreign) second-line-stocks, in the 
small and micro cap sector, and especially in the 
exploration and resource companies are all, in ge-
neral, associated with an outstandingly high risk. 
This market segment is characterized by a high vo-
latility and harbours danger of a total loss of the in-
vested capital and – depending on the investment 
– to further obligations for example additional pay-
ment liabilities. As well, small and micro caps are 
often very illiquid and every order should be strictly 
limited and, due to an often better pricing at the re-
spective domestic exchange, should be traded the-
re. An investment in securities with low liquidity and 
small market cap is extremely speculative as well as 
a high risk and can lead to, in the worst case, a total 
loss of the invested capital and – depending on the 
investment – to further obligations for example ad-
ditional payment liabilities. Engagements in the pu-
blications of the shares and products presented in 
all publications of Swiss Resource Capital AG have 

in part foreign exchange risks. The deposit portion 
of single shares of small and micro cap companies 
and low capitalized securities like derivatives and 
leveraged products should only be as high that, in 
case of a possible total loss, the deposit will only 
marginally lose in value.

All publications of Swiss Resource Capital AG 
are exclusively for information purposes only. All 
information and data in all publications of Swiss Re-
source Capital AG are obtained from sources which 
are deemed reliable and trustworthy by Swiss Re-
source Capital AG and the respective authors at the 
time of preparation. Swiss Resource Capital AG 
and all Swiss Resource Capital AG employed or en-
gaged persons have worked for the preparation of 
all of the published contents with the greatest pos-
sible diligence to guarantee that the used and un-
derlying data as well as facts are complete and ac-
curate and the used estimates and made forecasts 
are realistic. Therefore, liability is categorically 
precluded for pecuniary losses which could poten-
tially result from use of the information for one’s 
own investment decision.

All information published in publications of Swiss 
Resource Capital AG reflects the opinion of the res-
pective author or third parties at the time of repara-
tion of the publication. Neither Swiss Resource Ca-
pital AG nor the respective authors can be held res-
ponsible for any resulting pecuniary losses. All 
information is subject to change. Swiss Resource 
Capital AG as well as the respective authors assu-
res that only sources which are deemed reliable and 
trustworthy by Swiss Resource Capital AG and the 
respective authors at the time of preparation are 
used. Although the assessments and statements in 
all publications of Swiss Resource Capital AG were 
prepared with due diligence, neither Swiss Resour-
ce Capital AG nor the respective authors take any 
responsibility or liability for the actuality, correct-
ness, mistakes, accuracy, completeness, adequacy 
or quality of the presented facts or for omissions or 
incorrect information. The same shall apply for all 
presentations, numbers, designs and assessments 
expressed in interviews and videos.

Swiss Resource Capital AG and the respective 
authors are not obliged to update information in pu-
blications. Swiss Resource Capital AG and the res-
pective authors explicitly point out that changes in 
the used and underlying data, facts, as well as in 
the estimates could have an impact on the forecas-
ted share price development or the overall estimate 
of the discussed security. The statements and opi-
nions of Swiss Capital Resource AG as well as the 
respective author are not recommendations to buy 
or sell a security.

Neither by subscription nor by use of any publi-
cation of Swiss Resource Capital AG or by expres-
sed recommendations or reproduced opinions in 
such a publication will result in an investment ad-
vice contract or investment brokerage contract bet-
ween Swiss Resource Capital AG or the respective 
author and the subscriber of this publication. 

Investments in securities with low liquidity and 
small market cap are extremely speculative as well 
as a high risk. Due to the speculative nature of the 
presented companies their securities or other finan-
cial products it is quite possible that investments 
can lead to a capital reduction or to a total loss and 
– depending on the investment – to further obliga-
tions for example additional payment liabilities. Any 
investment in warrants, leveraged certificates or 
other financial products bears an extremely high 
risk. Due to political, economical or other changes 
significant stock price losses can arise and in the 
worst case a total loss of the invested capital and 
– depending on the investment – to further obliga-
tions for example additional payment liabilities. Any 
liability claim for foreign share recommendations, 
derivatives and fund recommendations are in prin-
ciple ruled out by Swiss Resource Capital AG and 
the respective authors. Between the readers as well 
as the subscribers and the authors as well as Swiss 
Resource Capital AG no consultancy agreement is 
closed by subscription of a publication of Swiss Re-
source Capital AG because all information cont-
ained in such a publication refer to the respective 
company but not to the investment decision. Publi-
cations of Swiss Resource Capital AG are neither, 
direct or indirect an offer to buy or for the sale of the 
discussed security (securities), nor an invitation for 
the purchase or sale of securities in general. An in-
vestment decision regarding any security should 
not be based on any publication of Swiss Resource 
Capital AG.

Publications of Swiss Resource Capital AG must 
not, either in whole or in part be used as a base for 
a binding contract of all kinds or used as reliable in 
such a context. Swiss Resource Capital AG is not 
responsible for consequences especially losses, 
which arise or could arise by the use or the failure of 
the application of the views and conclusions in the 
publications. Swiss Resource Capital AG and the 
respective authors do not guarantee that the ex-
pected profits or mentioned share prices will be 
achieved.

The reader is strongly encouraged to examine all 
assertions him/herself. An investment, presented 
by Swiss Resource Capital AG and the respective 
authors in partly very speculative shares and finan-
cial products should not be made without reading 

the most current balance sheets as well as assets 
and liabilities reports of the companies at the Secu-
rities and Exchange Commission (SEC) under www.
sec.gov or other regulatory authorities or carrying 
out other company evaluations. Neither Swiss Re-
source Capital AG nor the respective authors will 
guarantee that the expected profits or mentioned 
share prices will be achieved. Neither Swiss Re-
source Capital AG nor the respective authors are 
professional investment or financial advisors. The 
reader should take advice (e. g. from the principle 
bank or a trusted advisor) before any investment 
decision. To reduce risk investors should largely di-
versify their investments.

In addition, Swiss Resource Capital AG welco-
mes and supports the journalistic principles of con-
duct and recommendations of the German press 
council for the economic and financial market repor-
ting and within the scope of its responsibility will 
look out that these principles and recommendations 
are respected by employees, authors and editors.

Forward-looking Information

Information and statements in all publications of 
Swiss Resource Capital AG especially in (transla-
ted) press releases that are not historical facts are 
forward-looking information within the meaning of 
applicable securities laws. They contain risks and 
uncertainties but not limited to current expectations 
of the company concerned, the stock concerned or 
the respective security as well as intentions, plans 
and opinions. Forward-looking information can of-
ten contain words like “expect”, “believe”, “assu-
me”, “goal”, “plan”, “objective”, “intent”, “estima-
te”, “can”, “should”, “may” and “will” or the negati-
ve forms of these expressions or similar words 
suggesting future events or expectations, ideas, 
plans, objectives, intentions or statements of future 
events or performances. Examples for forward-loo-
king information in all publications of Swiss Resour-
ce Capital AG include: production guidelines, esti-
mates of future/targeted production rates as well as 
plans and timing regarding further exploration, drill 
and development activities. This forward-looking 
information is based in part on assumption and fac-
tors that can change or turn out to be incorrect and 
therefore may cause actual results, performances 
or successes to differ materially from those stated 
or postulated in such forward-looking statements. 
Such factors and assumption include but are not 
limited to: failure of preparation of resource and re-
serve estimates, grade, ore recovery that differs 
from the estimates, the success of future explorati-
on and drill programs, the reliability of the drill, 
sample and analytical data, the assumptions regar-

ding the accuracy of the representativeness of the 
mineralization, the success of the planned metallur-
gical test work, the significant deviation of capital 
and operating costs from the estimates, failure to 
receive necessary government approval and en-
vironmental permits or other project permits, chan-
ges of foreign exchange rates, fluctuations of com-
modity prices, delays by project developments and 
other factors.

Potential shareholders and prospective investors 
should be aware that these statements are subject 
to known and unknown risks, uncertainties and 
other factors that could cause actual events to dif-
fer materially from those indicated in the for-
ward-looking statements. Such factors include but 
are not limited to the following: risks regarding the 
inaccuracy of the mineral reserve and mineral re-
source estimates, fluctuations of the gold price, 
risks and dangers in connection with mineral explo-
ration, development and mining, risks regarding the 
creditworthiness or the financial situation of the 
supplier, the refineries and other parties that are 
doing business with the company; the insufficient 
insurance coverage or the failure to receive insuran-
ce coverage to cover these risks and dangers, the 
relationship with employees; relationships with and 
the demands from the local communities and the 
indigenous population; political risks; the availabili-
ty and rising costs in connection with the mining 
contributions and workforce; the speculative nature 
of mineral exploration and development including 
risks of receiving and maintaining the necessary 
licences and permits, the decreasing quantities and 
grades of mineral reserves during mining; the global 
financial situation, current results of the current ex-
ploration activities, changes in the final results of 
the economic assessments and changes of the pro-
ject parameter to include unexpected economic 
factors and other factors, risks of increased capital 
and operating costs, environmental, security and 
authority risks, expropriation, the tenure of the 
company to properties including their ownership, 
increase in competition in the mining industry for 
properties, equipment, qualified personal and its 
costs, risks regarding the uncertainty of the timing 
of events including the increase of the targeted pro-
duction rates and fluctuations in foreign exchange 
rates. The shareholders are cautioned not to place 
undue reliance on forward-looking information. By 
its nature, forward-looking information involves nu-
merous assumptions, inherent risks and uncertain-
ties both general and specific that contribute to the 
possibility that the predictions, forecasts, projec-
tions and various future events will not occur. Neit-
her Swiss Resource Capital AG nor the referred to 
company, referred to stock or referred to security 
undertake no obligation to update publicly other-
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wise revise any forward-looking information 
whether as a result of new information, future 
events or other such factors which affect this infor-
mation, except as required by law.

48f Abs. 5 BörseG (Austria) and Art. 620 to 771 
obligations law (Switzerland)

Swiss Resource Capital AG as well as the res-
pective authors of all publications of Swiss Resour-
ce Capital AG could have been hired and compen-
sated by the respective company or related third 
party for the preparation, the electronic distribution 
and publication of the respective publication and 
for other services. Therefore the possibility exists 
for a conflict of interests.

At any time Swiss Resource Capital AG as well 
as the respective authors of all publications of 
Swiss Resource Capital AG could hold long and 
short positions in the described securities and op-
tions, futures and other derivatives based on theses 
securities. Furthermore Swiss Resource Capital AG 
as well as the respective authors of all publications 
of Swiss Resource Capital AG reserve the right to 
buy or sell at any time presented securities and op-
tions, futures and other derivatives based on theses 
securities. Therefore the possibility exists for a con-
flict of interests.

Single statements to financial instruments made 
by publications of Swiss Resource Capital AG and 
the respective authors within the scope of the res-
pective offered charts are not trading recommenda-
tions and are not equivalent to a financial analysis.

A disclosure of the security holdings of Swiss 
Resource Capital AG as well as the respective au-
thors and/or compensations of Swiss Resource Ca-
pital AG as well as the respective authors by the 
company or third parties related to the respective 
publication will be properly declared in the publica-
tion or in the appendix.

The share prices of the discussed financial inst-
ruments in the respective publications are, if not 
clarified, the closing prices of the preceding trading 
day or more recent prices before the respective pu-
blication.

It cannot be ruled out that the interviews and 
estimates published in all publications of Swiss Re-
source Capital AG were commissioned and paid for 
by the respective company or related third parties. 
Swiss Resource Capital AG as well as the respecti-
ve authors are receiving from the discussed compa-
nies and related third parties directly or indirectly 

expense allowances for the preparation and the 
electronic distribution of the publication as well as 
for other services.

Exploitation and distribution rights 

Publications of Swiss Resource Capital AG may 
neither directly or indirectly be transmitted to Great 
Britain, Japan, USA or Canada or to an US citizen 
or a person with place of residence in the USA, Ja-
pan, Canada or Great Britain nor brought or distri-
buted in their territory. The publications and their 
contained information can only be distributed or 
published in such states where it is legal by applica-
ble law. US citizens are subject to regulation S of 
the U.S. Securities Act of 1933 and cannot have 
access. In Great Britain the publications can only be 
accessible to a person who in terms of the Financial 
Services Act 1986 is authorized or exempt. If these 
restrictions are not respected this can be perceived 
as a violation against the respective state laws of 
the mentioned countries and possibly of non menti-
oned countries. Possible resulting legal and liability 
claims shall be incumbent upon that person, but not 
Swiss Resource Capital, who has published the pu-
blications of Swiss Resource Capital AG in the 
mentioned countries and regions or has made avai-
lable the publications of Swiss Resource Capital AG 
to persons from these countries and regions.

The use of any publication of Swiss Resource 
Capital AG is intended for private use only. Swiss 
Resource Capital AG shall be notified in advance or 
asked for permission if the publications will be used 
professionally which will be charged.

All information from third parties especially the esti-
mates provided by external user does not reflect the 
opinion of Swiss Resource Capital AG. Consequently, 
Swiss Resource Capital AG does not guarantee the 
actuality, correctness, mistakes, accuracy, complete-
ness, adequacy or quality of the information.

Note to symmetrical information and opinion 
generation

Swiss Resource Capital AG can not rule out that 
other market letters, media or research companies 
are discussing concurrently the shares, companies 
and financial products which are presented in all 
publications of Swiss Resource Capital AG. This 
can lead to symmetrical information and opinion 
generation during that time period.

No guarantee for share price forecasts

In all critical diligence regarding the compilation 
and review of the sources used by Swiss Resource 
Capital AG like SEC Filings, official company news 
or interview statements of the respective manage-
ment neither Swiss Resource Capital AG nor the 
respective authors can guarantee the correctness, 
accuracy and completeness of the facts presented 
in the sources. Neither Swiss Resource Capital AG 
nor the respective authors will guarantee or be liab-
le for that all assumed share price and profit de-
velopments of the respective companies and finan-
cial products respectively in all publications of 
Swiss Resource Capital AG will be achieved.

No guarantee for share price data

No guarantee is given for the accuracy of charts 
and data to the commodity, currency and stock 
markets presented in all publications of Swiss Re-
source Capital AG.

Copyright

The copyrights of the single articles are with the 
respective author. Reprint and/or commercial dis-
semination and the entry in commercial databases 
is only permitted with the explicit approval of the 
respective author or Swiss Resource Capital AG.

All contents published by Swiss Resource Capi-
tal AG or under http://www.resource-capital.ch –  
website and relevant sub-websites or within www.
resource-capital.ch – newsletters and by Swiss Re-
source Capital AG in other media (e.g. Twitter, Face-
book, RSS-Feed) are subject to German, Austrian 
and Swiss copyright and ancillary copyright. Any 
use which is not approved by German, Austrian and 
Swiss copyright and ancillary copyright needs first 
the written consent of the provider or the respective 
rights owner. This applies especially for reproducti-
on, processing, translation, saving, processing and 
reproduction of contents in databases or other 
electronic media or systems. Contents and rights of 
third parties are marked as such. The unauthorised 
reproduction or dissemination of single contents 
and complete pages is not permitted and punisha-
ble. Only copies and downloads for personal, priva-
te and non commercial use is permitted.

Links to the website of the provider are always 
welcome and don’t need the approval from the 
website provider. The presentation of this website in 
external frames is permitted with authorization only. 
In case of an infringement regarding copyrights 
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Swiss Resource Capital AG will initiate criminal pro-
cedure.

Information from the Federal Financial Super-
visory Authority (BaFin)

You can find further information on how to pro-
tect yourself against dubious offers in BaFin bro-
chures directly on the website of the authority at 
www.bafin.de.

Liability limitation for links

The www.resource-capital.ch – website and all 
sub-websites and the www.resource-capital.ch – 
newsletter and all publications of Swiss Resource 
Capital AG contain links to websites of third par-
ties (“external links”). These websites are subject 
to liability of the respective operator. Swiss Re-
source Capital AG has reviewed the foreign cont-
ents at the initial linking with the external links if 
any statutory violations were present. At that time 
no statutory violations were evident. Swiss Re-
source capital AG has no influence on the current 
and future design and the contents of the linked 
websites. The placement of external links does not 
mean that Swiss Resource Capital AG takes ow-
nership of the contents behind the reference or the 
link. A constant control of these links is not reaso-
nable for Swiss Resource Capital AG without con-
crete indication of statutory violations. In case of 
known statutory violations such links will be imme-
diately deleted from the websites of Swiss Resour-
ce Capital AG. If you encounter a website of which 
the content violates applicable law (in any manner) 
or the content (topics) insults or discriminates indi-
viduals or groups of individuals, please contact us 
immediately.

In its judgement of May 12th, 1998 the Landge-
richt (district court) Hamburg has ruled that by pla-
cing a link one is responsible for the contents of the 
linked websites. This can only be prevented by ex-
plicit dissociation of this content. For all links on 
the homepage http://www.resource-capital.ch and 
its sub-websites and in all publications of Swiss 
Resource Capital AG applies: Swiss Resource Ca-
pital AG is dissociating itself explicitly from all con-
tents of all linked websites on http://www.resour-
ce-capital.ch – website and its sub-websites and in 
the http://www.resource-capital.ch – newsletter as 
well as all publications of Swiss Resource Capital 
AG and will not take ownership of these contents.”

Liability limitation for contents of this website

The contents of the website http://www.resour-
ce-capital.ch and its sub-websites are compiled 
with utmost diligence. Swiss Resource Capital AG 
however does not guarantee the accuracy, comple-
teness and actuality of the provided contents. The 
use of the contents of website http://www.resour-
ce-capital.ch and its sub-websites is at the user’s 
risk. Specially marked articles reflect the opinion of 
the respective author but not always the opinion of 
Swiss Resource Capital AG.

Liability limitation for availability of website

Swiss Resource Capital AG will endeavour to of-
fer the service as uninterrupted as possible. Even 
with due care downtimes can not be excluded. 
Swiss Resource Capital AG reserves the right to ch-
ange or discontinue its service any time.

Liability limitation for advertisements

The respective author and the advertiser are 
exclusively responsible for the content of advertise-
ments in http://www.resource-capital.ch – website 
and its sub-websites or in the http://www.resour-
ce-capital.ch – newsletter as well as in all publica-
tions of Swiss Resource Capital AG and also for the 
content of the advertised website and the adverti-
sed products and services. The presentation of the 
advertisement does not constitute the acceptance 
by Swiss Resource Capital AG.

No contractual relationship

Use of the website http://www.resource-capital.
ch and its sub-websites and http://www.resour-
ce-capital.ch – newsletter as well as in all publica-
tions of Swiss Resource Capital AG no contractual 
relationship is entered between the user and Swiss 
Resource Capital AG. In this respect there are no 
contractual or quasi-contractual claims against 
Swiss Resource Capital AG.

Protection of personal data

The personalized data (e.g. mail address of con-
tact) will only be used by Swiss Resource Capital 
AG or from the respective company for news and 
information transmission in general or used for the 
respective company.

Data protection

If within the internet there exists the possibility 
for entry of personal or business data (email ad-
dresses, names, addresses), this data will be di-
sclosed only if the user explicitly volunteers. The 
use and payment for all offered services is permit-
ted – if technical possible and reasonable – without 
disclosure of these data or by entry of anonymized 
data or pseudonyms. Swiss Resource Capital AG 
points out that the data transmission in the internet 
(e.g. communication by email) can have security 
breaches. A complete data protection from unau-
thorized third party access is not possible. Accor-
dingly no liability is assumed for the unintentional 
transmission of data. The use of contact data like 
postal addresses, telephone and fax numbers as 
well as email addresses published in the imprint or 
similar information by third parties for transmission 
of not explicitly requested information is not permit-
ted. Legal action against the senders of spam mails 
are expressly reserved by infringement of this prohi-
bition.

By registering in http://www.resource-capital.ch 
– website and its sub-websites or in the http://www.
resource-capital.ch – newsletter you give us per-
mission to contact you by email. Swiss Resource 
Capital AG receives and stores automatically via 
server logs information from your browser including 
cookie information, IP address and the accessed 
websites. Reading and accepting our terms of use 
and privacy statement are a prerequisite for permis-
sion to read, use and interact with our website(s).
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Dear Readers,

We hereby present the latest edition of our  
Battery Metals Report.

Our special report series started in the fall 
of 2016 with lithium, as we see this metal, 
along with cobalt, nickel and copper, as one 
of the great energy metals of the future and 
as a great opportunity with a lot of potenti-
al. E-mobility has really taken off and regis-
tration figures have doubled worldwide in 
2022. This can be seen in the absolute re-
cord price level of the lithium prices where 
meanwhile 72,000 US$ are called for a ton 
in China. Lithium now has an enormous 
supply deficit. By 2030, global lithium pro-
duction must triple! Rio Tinto estimates that 
current supply and promised production 
expansions can only meet 15% of demand 
growth through 2050. 85% will have to be 
met from other sources, i.e. new mines. It 
also fits into the picture that two of our for-
mer report stocks (Millennial Lithium and 
NeoLithium) were recently taken over for a 
lot of money.

In the case of nickel, there was a short 
squeeze in March 2022 that was quite a 
surprise and shook the foundations of the 
LME. But this too is likely to be just the be-
ginning of an unstoppable upward spiral in 
battery metal prices. According to one stu-
dy, we need 26 new nickel mines by 2035 to 
match supply with demand.
This is because the electric car has become 
established and has won a place among 
consumers, partly because politicians have 
recognized that a world that is as CO2-free 
as possible will only be possible with elec-
tric mobility.

Lithium, nickel and cobalt are the main 
components of all batteries and accumula-
tors available in large series and thus the 
main link in the electric vehicle dream. The 
movements in Germany are interesting, 
where not only Tesla was able to open a 
factory (Gigafactory) only recently, but in 
the meantime several well-known battery 
manufacturers have pitched their tents. 

Preface

Jochen Staiger is founder and 

CEO of Swiss Resource Capital 
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metals. 

All these factories will be enormous drivers 
of demand for lithium, cobalt and nickel, 
but also for copper. Millions of tons of cop-
per will be needed in the future not only for 
cars, but especially for the charging infra-
structure. 2020 was clearly the start of a 
decade for raw materials, as they are – and 
will remain – the basis of everything we do 
economically. 

Swiss Resource Capital AG has made it its 
business to inform commodity investors, 
interested parties and those who would like 
to become one, up-to-date and compre-
hensively about various commodities  
and mining companies. On our website  
www.resource-capital.ch you will find more 
than 35 companies and a lot of information 
and articles about commodities.
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insights and inform you comprehensively 
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two commodity IPTV channels www.Com-
modity-TV.net & www.Rohstoff-TV.net are 
available to you free of charge at any time.  
For on the go, we recommend our new 
Commodity TV App for iPhone and And-
roid, which provides you with real-time 
charts, quotes and also the latest videos. 

My team and I hope you enjoy reading the 
Battery Metals Special Report and we hope 
to provide you with lots of new information, 
impressions and ideas. 
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numbers indicate the ratio of nickel, man-
ganese and cobalt) to a higher proportion of 
nickel (NMC 811), although development is 
currently still at corresponding intermediate 
stages (NMC 622 / NMC 532). NMC 111 is 
considered the simplest battery version, 
based on an equal number of atoms of the 
three elements, NMC 532/622 have a hig-
her energy density and a lower price than 
NMC 111 due to a lower cobalt content, 
and NMC 811 is the newest and most ad-
vanced battery version with the highest the-
oretical lithium and cobalt performance. 

The lithium-ion battery is the heart of 
every electric vehicle

In addition to the engine, the heart of every 
electric vehicle is the energy storage unit, 
i.e. a rechargeable battery. In order to be 
operated economically in the long term, 
electric vehicles, but also increasingly 
emerging decentralized storage systems – 
such as for photovoltaic or wind power 
plants – require ever more powerful rechar-
geable batteries. The lithium-ion battery 
has emerged as the most efficient, 
mass-market type of energy storage cur-
rently available for vehicles. One of the rea-
sons for this is that within a lithium-ion bat-
tery, the voltage is achieved by exchanging 
lithium ions. Because of their high energy 
density, lithium-ion batteries deliver cons-
tant power over the entire discharge period 
and do not exhibit any so-called memory 
effect, i.e. successive loss of capacity over 
many years of use or frequent partial 
discharge. The name „lithium-ion battery“ 
is only the generic term for a whole range of 
possible chemical structures, such as the 
lithium-cobalt (dioxide) battery, the lithi-
um-manganese (dioxide) battery, the lithi-
um-iron phosphate battery and – less com-
monly – the lithium-titanate battery and the 
tin-sulfur lithium-ion battery. The most 
common battery is currently the lithium-ni-
ckel-manganese-cobalt (abbreviated NMC) 
battery.

Cobalt will be largely replaced by 
nickel in future battery generations

Although the basic principle of the lithi-
um-ion battery has not changed much over 
the past few years, development is continu-
ing steadily. The main focus is on efficiency 
and charging capacity (in the case of elec-
tric vehicles, this is often referred to as ran-
ge), but also on the use of metals and ele-
ments. In this respect, a transformation is 
currently taking place away from high pro-
portions of cobalt (NMC 111, where the 

Battery metals are running into a supply deficit of  
unimagined proportions! – More than a hundred new 
mines will be needed by 2030! 

Electromobility is still in its infancy, 
but demand for the necessary 
materials is already beginning to 
explode

For many years, Tesla Motors was alone in 
researching, developing and finally building 
electric cars and the batteries needed for 
them, but today virtually every well-known 
automaker has hybrids or pure electric ve-
hicles in its range. Nevertheless, the indus-
try is still in its infancy in terms of unit sales, 
even though registration figures have pi-
cked up noticeably recently. While only 
around 125,000 pure electric vehicles and 
(plug-in) hybrids were registered worldwide 
in 2012 (market share of all registrations: 
0.2%), by 2020 this figure had risen to 3.24 
million (market share: 4.2%). In 2021, re-
gistrations then exploded by over 100% to 
6.75 million newly registered e-cars (mar-

ket share 8.3%). For 2022, the British bat-
tery sector analyst Rho Motion expects a 
further fulminant increase in e-car registra-
tions to 10.3 million units (market share 
12.6%). By 2025, e-car registrations are 
expected to double again, to 20.9 million 
units per year. At the same time, the capa-
cities of the lithium-ion batteries required 
continue to rise, from around 46 KWh in 
2022 to around 54 KWh in 2025. Figures 
that make one thing quite clear: In the co-
ming years and decades, the demand for 

the elements and especially metals requi-
red for battery production will develop in an 
almost explosive manner. Corresponding, 
massive supply deficits are therefore inevi-
table, since the mining industry will no lon-
ger be able to keep up with production.    

The demand for battery metals is 
already higher than the existing 
supply and the gap will continue to 
widen

For nearly all elements that go into batte-
ries, such a supply shortfall is already beco-
ming apparent, even before the big jumps 
in unit sales come. 
These include primarily the battery metals 
lithium, nickel, manganese and cobalt, as 
well as copper and graphite. Some of these 
materials have so far hardly been used in 
conventional models with internal combus-
tion engines, or in some cases in signifi-
cantly smaller quantities. The prices for 
most of these materials and metals have 
therefore already skyrocketed. In the case 
of lithium and nickel in particular, the mining 
industry is miles away from being able to 
satisfy the coming demand volumes. This 
became all the more apparent when Tesla 
CEO Elon Musk literally begged correspon-
ding mining companies to develop new ni-
ckel mines in 2020. 

The International Energy Agency (IEA) goes 
even further, recently stating in a high-profi-
le report that the industry will need to bring 
50 more lithium mines, 60 more nickel mi-
nes and 17 more cobalt mines on stream by 
2030 to meet global net carbon emission 
targets. It is important to note that such mi-
nes take 10 years from the initial discovery 
of a relevant deposit to first production. Ac-
cordingly, the de facto supply deficit alrea-
dy existing for battery metals is expected to 
widen massively in the coming years, which 
will inevitably lead to higher prices for these 
metals.
For investors, therefore, there is an excel-
lent entry opportunity into the world of bat-
tery metals right now, as we will explain in 
detail below.    

Basic information about the lithium-ion battery

(Source: Alpha Lithium)

SEPARATOR
ELEKTROLYT

ANODE (-)
KUPFERKATHODE (+)

ALUMINIUM

SAUERSTOFF + METALL 
KOBALT/NICKEL/MANGAN

LITHIUM ION

KOHLENSTOFF 
(GRAPHIT)

ELEKTRON

AUFBAU UND FUNKTIONSWEISE
EINES LITHIUM-IONEN-AKKUS

Structure and function of a lithium-ion battery 

 Positive electrode (cathode):
 Lithium-Cobalt(III)-oxide, Lithium-Nickel-Manganese-
 Cobalt-Oxide, Oxygen, Aluminum as conductor material

 Negative electrode (anode): 
 Graphite or related carbon materials, Silicon, Tin dioxide,
 Copper as conductor material

 Electrolyte (solution)

 Polymer membrane separator

Essentially a lithium-ion accumulator consists of the following 
components and materials:
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over the next 5 to 10 years, largely due to 
an expected multiplication in the number of 
units of rechargeable batteries. Other ma-
jor suppliers of lithium-ion batteries, inclu-
ding South Korea and Japan, are also ex-
pected to guarantee robust increases in 
lithium and cobalt demand. Foremost 
among these are electronics giants Panas-
onic, Samsung, LG Chem, BYD, CATL, SK 
innovation, and Great Wall, which accoun-
ted for 78% of global lithium cell producti-
on in 2020.  

The EU launches major funding 
programs

The EU, which seemed to sleep through 
the development of battery production for 
years, has been able to catch up powerful-
ly with China thanks to many governmental 
and also private support programs and not 
least thanks to its strong industrial base.
Tesla‘s Gigafactory near Berlin and North-
volt‘s Gigafactory in Skellefteå in northern 
Sweden are just a taste of what is to come 
in the next 10 years. By 2030 alone, more 
than 40 corresponding production sites for 
batteries and/or cathode materials are 
planned. At the same time, there is current-
ly a planned battery capacity of at least 600 
GWh by 2030. The established automakers 
in particular are driving European lithi-
um-ion battery production.

North America is slowly emancipa-
ting itself from Tesla

In North America, Tesla holds the dominant 
position in lithium-ion battery production. 
The company has been operating the 
so-called „Gigafactory 1“ in Nevada since 
2016. Lithium-ion batteries, battery packs, 
electric motors and drive units for up to 
500,000 electric vehicles per year are built 
there. „Gigafactory 5“ was opened in Aus-
tin/Texas in April 2022 and is by far the lar-
gest gigafactory in North America. 
Tesla, however, is far from the only lithium 
and cobalt consumer planning major lithi-
um-ion battery production. LG Chem alrea-

dy started production for Chevy in Mi-
chigan in October 2015 and is current-
ly working with General Motors on a 
larger battery production. Foxconn, 
BYD (the world‘s largest producer of 
rechargeable batteries, especially for 
cell phones), Lishen, CATL and Boston 
Power are also working on the const-
ruction of their own gigafactories, in-
cluding for so-called power banks, i.e. 
decentralized power storage systems, 
which are likely to become increasingly 
important in the future. 

The most important battery 
metals are lithium, nickel and 
cobalt – copper provides the 
component linkage 
 
In addition to the already mentioned 
raw materials lithium, cobalt, nickel 
and manganese, a lithium-ion battery 
essentially also consists of aluminum, 
graphite, zinc, tin and steel. The majo-
rity of (lithium-ion) batteries currently 
on the market are lithium-cobalt (dioxi-
de) batteries, which is why this report 
deals primarily with the battery metals 
lithium, nickel and cobalt. We will also 
take a look at copper, which is beco-
ming increasingly important. 

How a lithium-ion battery works

In simple terms, a lithium-ion battery 
generates an electromotive force th-
rough the displacement of lithium ions. 
During the charging process, positively 
charged lithium ions move through an 
electrolyte and the separator from the 
positive to the negative electrode. In 
the process, lithium ions can move fre-
ely within the battery through the elect-
rolyte between the two electrodes. Un-
like the lithium ions, the transition metal 
and graphite structures of the electro-
des are stationary and protected from 
direct contact by a separator. The mo-
bility of the lithium ions is necessary to 
balance the external current flow during 
charging and discharging so that the 
electrodes themselves remain (largely) 

electrically neutral. The negative elec-
trode is a so-called graphite intercalati-
on compound, with lithium present as a 
cation. During discharging, the inter-
calation compound emits electrons that 
flow back to the positive electrode via 
the external circuit. At the same time, 
an equal number of Li+ ions from the 
intercalation compound also migrate 
through the electrolyte to the positive 
electrode. At the positive electrode, it is 
not the lithium ions that accept the 
electrons from the external circuit, but 
the structures of the transition metal 
compounds present there. Depending 
on the type of accumulator, these are 
cobalt, nickel, manganese or iron ions, 
which change their charge.

The number and production capacity 
of global gigafactories is growing 
rapidly

After Tesla Motors popularized the name 
„Gigafactory“ in 2014, it came to stand for 
large manufacturing plants that produce lit-
hium-ion batteries for electric vehicles. 
Since the beginning of the new decade, the 
construction and commissioning of such 
gigantic production facilities has multip-
lied. China in particular has shone with ever 
new production facilities and capacity ex-
pansions. Currently, about 160 of the wor-
ld‘s 215 gigafactories in the pipeline are in 
China, while Europe has about 40 and 
North America only about 15 gigafactories 
in the pipeline. Globally, about 140 gigafac-
tories are already in operation, of which 
only about 10 are currently producing in 
the EU. Global lithium-ion cell production 

capacity is expected to reach 1,250 GWh 
by the end of 2023 – a fourfold increase 
compared to 2018, with an additional ex-
pansion of production capacity to around 
2,000 GWh in 2028 and 3,000 GWh in 
2030. However, this would only cover the 
demand from the electric vehicle sector ex-
pected by then. Added to this is demand 
from the stationary storage sector and 
other industry (batteries for small applian-
ces, etc.).

Asia is clearly ahead in battery 
production

Today, China alone provides a large share 
of the total demand for lithium-ion batte-
ries. China is expected to continue to see 
the strongest annual increase in battery 
metal demand of any major market player 

(Source: own representation)

Basic information about the battery sector
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ly confidential. One reason for this, which 
the few suppliers always like to give, is that 
the available and required lithium qualities 
are too different for a standardized exchan-
ge trading place. 

Main applications have been alloys 
and lubricants and will be batteries 
in the future

Its above-mentioned special and versatile 
properties make lithium a sought-after ma-
terial in very many different areas of appli-
cation. It should therefore come as no sur-
prise that the main area of application for 
lithium has changed constantly in the past. 
Initially used mainly in medicine, the ele-
ment began its triumphant advance in the 
1950s as a component of alloys. Its low 
weight, but also its positive properties in 
terms of tensile strength, hardness and ela-
sticity, made it an integral part of aerospa-
ce technology in particular. In the past 20 
years, this picture has changed once again. 
As the electric revolution got underway, it 
was quickly recognized that its low normal 
potential made it almost perfect for use as 
an anode in batteries. Lithium batteries are 
characterized by a very high energy density 
and can generate particularly high volta-
ges. However, lithium batteries are not 
rechargeable. Lithium-ion batteries, on the 
other hand, have this property, with lithium 
metal oxides such as lithium cobalt oxide 
connected as the cathode. However, as a 
raw material for the production of accumu-
lators and batteries, purity grades higher 
than 99.5% are required. Lithium hydroxide 
in the „Industrial“ grade is used, among 
other things, as a raw material for lubri-
cants and coolants; with the higher „Techni-
cal“ grade, it is also used in accumulator 
and battery production. Lithium carbona-
te – crystalline, granulated or in powder 
form – is used, for example, in the elect-
rolytic production of aluminum, in the cera-
mics and pharmaceutical industries, and in 
alloying technology. Special purity grades 
of lithium carbonate in the form of very fine 
powder (battery grade powder) are suitable 
as a raw material for the production of lithi-

2. So-called „hard rock spodumene“, i.e. 
hard rock pegmatite deposits: Here, lit-
hium compounds are not extracted from 
the salt of lakes, but from spodumene, a 
lithium-bearing aluminum silicate mine-
ral. Mined by conventional mining tech-
nology, the concentrate obtained is of-
ten converted to lithium carbonate with 
a purity of more than 99.5%. The inten-
sive thermal and hydrometallurgical pro-
cess required for this is considered to be 
very costly. Such deposits are currently 
exploited almost exclusively in Australia, 
with most of the further processing ta-
king place in Chinese facilities.

Three quarters of the world‘s lithium 
deposits are located in just three 
countries 

Lithium accounts for about 0.006% of the 
Earth‘s crust, making it slightly less abun-
dant than zinc, copper and tungsten, and 
slightly more abundant than cobalt, tin and 
lead. Estimates from the U.S. Geological 
Survey (USGS) in 2021 suggest that about 
22 million metric tons of lithium are recover-
able as reserves and 89 million tons are re-
coverable as resources worldwide. About 
51.8% of the reserves are located in the 
South American countries of Chile and Ar-
gentina alone, and 25.9% in Australia. The 
largest lithium carbonate production cur-
rently takes place in the Salar de Atacama, 
a salt lake in the northern Chilean province 
of Antofagasta. In addition, significant lithi-
um deposits are found mainly in North 
America and China.

Lithium mining takes place in a few 
countries

Australia, Chile, China and Argentina recent-
ly accounted for around 95 percent of the 
world‘s total lithium production, which is 
shared among only a few companies. As a 
result of this supply oligopoly, lithium is cur-
rently not traded on the stock exchange, 
and the actual trading prices are kept strict-

The industry essentially distinguishes bet-
ween three types or qualities of lithium 
compounds:

1. „Industrial Grade“, with purity over 96%, 
mainly for glass, casting powder and lu-
bricant,

2. „Technical Grade“, with a purity of about 
99.5%, mainly for ceramics, lubricants 
and batteries, and

3. „Battery Grade“, with purity above 
99.5%, mainly for high-end cathode ma-
terials in batteries and rechargeable bat-
teries.

There are two types of lithium  
deposits

Lithium is generally obtained from two dif-
ferent sources.

1. So-called „brine“, i.e. (salt) sheet or bri-
ne deposits: Mainly in salt lakes, lithium 
carbonate is extracted from lithium-con-
taining salt solutions by evaporation of 
the water and addition of sodium carbo-
nate. To extract metallic lithium, the lithi-
um carbonate is first reacted with hy-
drochloric acid. This produces carbon 
dioxide, which escapes as a gas, and 
dissolved lithium chloride. This solution 
is concentrated in a vacuum evaporator 
until the chloride crystallizes out.

Lithium
The element lithium

Lithium is a light metal from the group of 
alkali metals. It has the lowest density of all 
known solid elements. It is only about half 
as heavy as water, naturally silvery white 
and relatively soft. Lithium is highly reacti-
ve, which is why it basically always occurs 
as a lithium compound in the wild. It tar-
nishes rapidly in air, due to the formation of 
lithium oxide and lithium nitride. In pure 
oxygen, it burns with a bright red flame at 
180°C to form lithium oxide. Lithium reacts 
very strongly with water to form lithium hy-
droxide. 

Lithium extraction is either lengthy 
or expensive

Global lithium production is divided into se-
veral different variants, producing the follo-
wing types of lithium compounds:

1. Lithium carbonate,
2. Lithium hydroxide,
3. Lithium chloride,
4. Butyllithium and 
5. Lithium metal.

Metallic lithium is usually produced from lit-
hium carbonate in a multi-stage process 
and is usually traded with a purity of 99.5%. 
This metallic lithium is used as a catalyst in 
the chemical and pharmaceutical industries 
as well as for the production of aluminum- 
lithium alloys.

Lithium as a brine deposit 

(Source: florian-delee by 

unsplash.com)

Melting Point 180,54° C
Boiling Point 1330°C
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Nickel
The element nickel

Nickel is a metallic, silvery shiny transition 
metal. It is medium hard, malleable and ea-
sily polished. Like cobalt, nickel is ferroma-
gnetic and also highly resistant to air, water, 
hydrochloric acid and alkalis at room tem-
perature, which makes it ideal for use in lit-
hium-ion batteries.

The main driving factor will be demand from 
the battery sector and the associated auto-
motive industry. Assuming that a maximum 
of 700,000 tons of LCE per year can be ex-
tracted from existing mines and that new 
mines cannot be brought on stream in the 
short term, a supply deficit of well over 
300,000 tons is indicated for 2025 alone! 
For 2030, the outlook is even bleaker. A 
bottleneck of unimagined proportions is 
looming here.

with today‘s mining activity, whereby only 
limited efforts have been made so far for 
concrete mine expansions or new mines, 
so that lithium is practically running into a 
huge supply deficit. In addition, recent re-
ports about several postponed mine starts 
caused additional uncertainty on the supply 
side.  

The price explosion of lithium in 
early 2022 is relatively insignificant 
for battery manufacturing!

Ultimately, the price alone will determine 
the economic extractability of the existing 
lithium deposits. While the price was still 
around US$6,000 per ton of lithium carbo-
nate in mid-2015, it shot up to around 
US$78,700 (500,000 yuan) at the beginning 
of 2022. Despite all the prophecies of doom, 
it remained just above the 500,000-yuan 
mark until recently. This is a lucrative busi-
ness for the producers, as the pure extrac-
tion costs for the current projects are only 
around US$2,500 (Chile) to US$8,000 (Chi-
na) per ton. This is similarly the case for lit-
hium hydroxide. Since lithium makes up a 
significant part of a battery in terms of 
volume but is only responsible for less 
than 10% of the costs of a battery, the 
lithium price is ultimately relatively insig-
nificant for the production of lithium-ion 
batteries and should therefore be able to 
be maintained at an economic level for 
the lithium producers.

Demand for lithium is increasing 
rapidly – high supply deficit foresee-
able from 2023!

The demand for lithium appears to be al-
most gigantic, not only due to, but primarily 
because of the new boom sector of electro-
mobility! While in the case of lithium this 
was still around 65,000 tons of LCE in 2000, 
in 2020 there was already 305,000 tons of 
LCE in demand per year. Experts expect 
LCE demand to rise to over 600,000 tons in 
2022, to around 1 million tons by 2025 and 
to around 2.5 million tons per year by 2030.

um-ion batteries. The extraction and pro-
cessing of (especially high-grade) lithium is 
considered very costly. 

The production of lithium-ion batte-
ries requires a large amount of 
lithium

A large amount of lithium is required for the 
production and operation of lithium-ion 
batteries. Each smartphone contains bet-
ween 5 and 7 grams of LCE (lithium carbo-
nate equivalent; conversion factor LCE: 
pure lithium = 5.323:1). For a notebook or 
tablet, this is already 20 to 45 grams. Pow-
er tools such as cordless screwdrivers or 
electric saws require about 40 to 60 grams 
for their batteries. A 10 KWh storage unit 
for household use requires about 23 kilo-
grams of LCE, while batteries for electric 
cars need between 40 and 80 kilograms. 
An energy storage system with 650 MWh 
capacity needs about 1.5 tons of LCE. 

Lithium production will increase 
sharply

In 2021, global lithium production was 
around 560,000 tons of LCE. Projections 
assume that this figure could be increased 
to a maximum of about 700,000 tons LCE 

Global lithium demand in tons 

(Source: own representation)

Lithium Carbonate Price in Yuan/Ton

(Source: own representation)

Price development of lithium carbonate

Extraction

Most of the nickel is extracted from nickel- 
and copper-bearing iron ores. A multi-layer 
process is used to produce copper-nickel 
fines, which consist of about 80% copper 
and nickel and about 20% sulfur. To obtain 
the crude nickel, the nickel must be separa-
ted from the copper. To obtain pure nickel, 

Ore containing copper, cobalt and nickel (Source: paul-alain-hunt by unsplash.com)

Global lithium demand in tons  

Melting Point 1455° C
Boiling Point 2730°C
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the crude nickel is electrolytically refined. 
The purity of electrolytic nickel is about 
99.9%. 

Occurrence and extraction

Nickel occurs in the earth‘s crust with a 
content of about 0.008%, i.e. with about 
twice the amount of cobalt and somewhat 
more frequently than lithium. Solid nickel, 
i.e., in elemental form, occurs only rarely. As 
of 2020, only about 50 occurrences of nati-
ve nickel were known worldwide. The most 
important deposits are found in Canada, 
New Caledonia, Russia, Australia and 
Cuba.

The majority of nickel production comes 
from sulfide ores. In addition, lateritic nickel 
ores are also mined as raw materials for ni-
ckel production. Due to the exploitation of 
the classic sulfide deposits, mining is in-
creasingly shifting to lateritic nickel ores, 
which, however, means more expensive ex-
traction.

In 2021, around 2.7 million tons of nickel 
were mined worldwide. The largest pro-
ducer was Indonesia with around 1,000,000 
tons. However, the country imposed an ex-
port ban on nickel at the beginning of 2020, 
mainly to promote its own stainless-steel 
industry and conserve its own resources. 
Other major producers include the Philippi-
nes (370,000 tons), Russia (250,000 tons) 
and New Caledonia (190,000 tons). These 
countries account for around 60% of total 
nickel production worldwide. 
 

Main application: steels and nickel 
alloys

Most of the annual nickel production 
(around 85%) goes into the production of 
stainless steels and nickel alloys. Nickel is 
one of the most important alloying metals, 
used mainly for steel refining. It makes steel 
corrosion resistant and increases its hard-
ness, toughness and ductility. Steels highly 
alloyed with nickel are used in particularly 

Stocks fall to dramatic level – nickel 
short squeeze 

A foretaste of what may lie ahead was pro-
vided by LME inventories, which have 
known only one direction since mid-2021: 
down! Since June 2021, LME inventories – 
after remaining at a level of around 250,000 
tons for a good year and a half – have fallen 
continuously to a level of around 80,000 
tons and since mid-2022 further to around 
50,000 tons.  In March 2022, one of the 
most spectacular short squeezes of all time 
also took place. The nickel future, which 
had already risen by 66 percent the previ-
ous day, March 7, 2022, moved vertically 
early in the morning. In a few minutes, it 
went up by US$30,000 until the price broke 
through the US$100,000 per ton mark after 
a few minutes. Within less than 20 minutes, 
an entire commodity market was unhinged. 
The main player was the Chinese Tsingshan 
Group, which had built up a large short po-
sition of about 150,000 tons over months in 
order to hedge its own expected future pro-
duction increase. 

All in all, it looks as if nickel and the corres-
ponding producers and developers will be 
the next big beneficiaries of the electric 

(mobility) boom! It is not for nothing that 
Elon Musk called nickel the „New Gold“ in 
the middle of 2020 and literally begged the 
corresponding mining companies to de-
velop new nickel mines.

corrosive environments. Around 20% of the 
nickel mined is used to produce nickel allo-
ys such as constantan, nickel silver and 
monel.  

Other uses

Pure nickel metal is used in finely divided 
form as a catalyst in the hydrogenation of 
unsaturated fatty acids. Due to its chemical 
resistance, nickel is used for apparatus in 
chemical laboratories and the chemical in-
dustry, such as nickel crucibles for dige-
stions. Nickel alloys, for example for coins, 
are produced from nickel metal. Nickel-ba-
sed superalloys are alloys specially desi-
gned for use at high temperatures and un-
der corrosive media. They are used, for ex-
ample, in aircraft turbines and gas turbines 
in power plants.

High-purity nickel is needed for 
accumulators and batteries

So-called class 1 nickel with a purity of at 
least 99.98% is required for batteries and 
accumulators. Only about 45% of the total 
nickel production of about 2.7 million tons 
per year is suitable for the production of 
class 1 nickel. Of this, more than half is re-
quired for alloys and other applications. 
Less valuable Class 2 nickel is used exclu-
sively in steel production. 

A supply deficit has already pre-
vailed since 2016

The nickel market has been in a supply de-
ficit since 2016. Only the corona year 2020 
produced a supply surplus. In 2021 the 
supply deficit amounted to 168,000 tons. In 
2030, the nickel shortfall is expected to be 
900,000 tons. In 2040, the supply deficit is 
expected to widen to as much as 2 million 
tons per year – and this includes new nickel 
projects. Estimates suggest that demand 
for nickel from the automotive sector alone 
will increase more than tenfold from 130,000 
tons in 2020 to 1.5 million tons in 2030. 

Nickel price development over the last 5 years  (Source: own representation)

nickel supply (+) 

or demand (-) surplus 

(Source: own representation)

Price development of nickel

Global supply and demand surplus for nickel 

Tsd tons
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netic alloys, as a drier for paints and coa-
tings, as a catalyst for desulfurization and 
hydrogenation, as a hydroxide or lithium 
cobalt dioxide (LiCoO2) in batteries, in cor-
rosion- or wear-resistant alloys, and as a 
trace element for medicine and agriculture. 
In addition, cobalt is used in the production 
of magnetic data carriers such as tape and 
video cassettes, where it improves mag-
netic properties through doping. Since the 
1990s, cobalt has served as an anode ma-
terial in the anode of lithium-ion batteries.

Electric vehicles require a lot of 
cobalt ... 

As with lithium, the quantities of cobalt 
used in the corresponding batteries are si-
milar. Depending on the model, between 5 
and 10 grams of cobalt are used in a single 
smartphone. For a notebook or tablet, the 
figure is 30 to 100 grams. Power tools need 
about 50 grams for their batteries. A 10 
KWh storage unit for home use (such as 
Tesla‘s Powerwall) requires about 7 kilo-
grams of cobalt, while the batteries for hyb-
rid vehicles need about 4 kilograms and for 
purely electric cars 10 kilograms of cobalt. 
Tesla‘s Model S even comes in at 22.5 kilo-
grams. A passenger plane gobbles up 
about 4,000 kilograms of cobalt. 

war country. Russia accounted for a further 
4.5% at last count, the Philippines for 2.6% 
and China for 1.3%. All countries that are 
not necessarily considered to inspire confi-
dence. The remaining production is split 
between Canada (2.5%), Australia (3.3%) 
and several other countries, some with 
even lower production volumes. 
Future security of supply appears to be ex-
tremely critical based on current producers, 
which is why more and more attempts have 
been made recently to develop new mines 
and increase production accordingly, espe-
cially in Canada, Australia, the USA and 
Finland. 

Main applications are paints, alloys, 
medicine, magnets and rechargeab-
le batteries

Historically, cobalt has been used in the 
form of oxides, sulfates, hydroxides or car-
bonates for heat-resistant paints and pig-
ments. Probably the best-known decorati-
ve application is blue cobalt glass. Today, 
cobalt is used primarily as an alloying com-
ponent to increase the high-temperature 
strength of alloyed and high-alloy steels, 
especially high-speed steel and superallo-
ys, as a binder phase in hard metals and 
diamond tools, as a component of mag-

duced to cobalt with coke or aluminum 
powder.

The majority of global cobalt depo-
sits lie beneath the seabed

Cobalt is a rare element with a frequency of 
0.004 percent in the earth‘s crust. This puts 
it in thirtieth place in the list of elements or-
dered by frequency. Cobalt is found in many 
minerals, but usually occurs only in small 
amounts. The element is always associated 
with nickel, often also with copper, silver, 
iron or uranium. 
The world‘s known cobalt resources are 
about 25 million tons, reserves 7.6 million 
tons, with the largest deposits located in the 
Democratic Republic of Congo, Zambia, 
Canada, Morocco, Cuba, Russia, Australia, 
Uganda and the USA. Cobalt deposits of 
more than 120 million tons have been iden-
tified in polymetallic nodules and crusts on 
the floor of the Atlantic, Indian and Pacific 
Oceans.

Cobalt mining mainly takes place in 
„problematic“ regions

The majority of the annual cobalt producti-
on of 160,000 tons in 2021 came from mi-
nes in the Democratic Republic of Congo. 
Around 70% of the total production volume 
in 2021 came from the Central African civil 

Cobalt

The element cobalt

Cobalt is a steel-gray, very tough heavy 
metal (ferromagnetic transition metal) with a 
density of 8.89 g/cm3. As a typical metal, it 
conducts heat and electricity well, the elec-
trical conductivity is 26 percent of that of 
copper. In chemical behavior it is similar to 
iron and nickel, resistant to air by passivati-
on; it is dissolved only by oxidizing acids.  

Cobalt extraction is relatively simple 
and inexpensive

Cobalt extraction is a well-known, relatively 
simple process. Cobalt is mainly extracted 
as a by-product from copper and nickel 
ores. First, some of the iron sulfides present 
are converted into iron oxide by roasting 
and slagged with silicon dioxide as iron sili-
cate. The result is the so-called crude sto-
ne, which contains nickel, copper and other 
iron as sulfide or arsenide in addition to co-
balt. Further sulfur is removed by further 
roasting with sodium carbonate and sodi-
um nitrate. In the process, sulfates and 
arsenates are formed from some of the sul-
fur and arsenic, which are leached out with 
water. The corresponding metal oxides re-
main, which are treated with sulfuric or hy-
drochloric acid. Only copper does not dis-
solve, while nickel, cobalt and iron go into 
solution. With chlorinated lime, cobalt can 
then be selectively precipitated as cobalt 
hydroxide and thus separated. This is con-
verted to Co3O4 by heating and then re-

One passenger plane alone 

gobbles up about 4,000 kg of 

cobalt. (Photo: david-preston, 

unsplash.com)
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Copper
Although copper is not a classic battery 
metal, nothing works without the red metal 
in the implementation of the electric revolu-
tion. After all, copper has the property of 
being the most conductive of all known me-
tals after silver. And without reliable inter-
connection of the individual electrical com-
ponents, a world of electromobility and 
electrical storage cannot function.

The element copper

Copper is a chemical element with the ele-
ment symbol Cu and the atomic number 
29. Like silver and gold, it is one of the tran-
sition metals that occur naturally in pure 
form, i.e. in elemental form. The name cop-
per comes from the Latin cuprum, which is 
derived from Cyprus, where the most im-
portant copper mines were located in an-
cient times. It is the 26th most common 
element in the earth‘s crust (share of about 
0.006%) and has been mined for about 
7,000 years. Copper has a reddish luster 
and, as a relatively soft metal, is easily mal-
leable and ductile. It has a very high thermal 
and electrical conductivity.

The deposits are concentrated in a 
few areas worldwide; extraction is 
simple

There are several thousand sites around the 
globe. Significant copper production, ho-

... even if the quantity per vehicle will 
decrease

The automotive sector will demand ever 
greater quantities of lithium-ion batteries in 
the coming years – even if the further de-
velopment of batteries suggests that cobalt 
will increasingly be replaced by nickel – and 
thus also ever greater quantities of cobalt. 
Leading experts believe that it will be diffi-
cult to expand production above 180,000 
tons per year with the current mines. The 
fact is that despite this, Congo will remain 
the absolute world market leader for the 
time being and will even expand its market 
share to over 75%. The two largest cobalt 
mines in the world, Kamoto and Kolwezi, 
which alone can produce about 50,000 
tons of cobalt per year, have a large share in 
this. Outside Congo, several companies are 

wever, exists in only a few regions. By far 
the most recent leader in copper producti-
on was Chile, with an annual production of 
5.6 million tons in 2021. It was followed by 
Peru (2.2 million tons), China (1.8 million 
tons), the Democratic Republic of the Con-
go (also 1.8 million tons) and the USA (1.2 
million tons). Together, these five countries 
account for around 60% of world producti-
on of around 21 million tons per year. In 
smelting, China (10 million tons) is by far the 
leader. In addition, there is recycled copper 
of about 900,000 tons per year.
Copper is extracted by smelting and refi-
ning. The corresponding processes have 
long been perfected, and processing is cor-
respondingly simple and relatively inexpen-
sive. The USGS estimates that around 5.6 

working to expand their existing mines (in-
cluding Glencore, Norilsk, Umicore, Sumi-
tomo and Vale).

Cobalt price fluctuates strongly

Many market participants have already re-
cognized that cobalt production cannot be 
expanded quite so easily from one moment 
to the next. For example, the price of a me-
tric ton of cobalt exploded from US$20,000 
at the beginning of 2016 to US$95,000 in 
March 2018. After an interim low of around 
US$27,000 in July 2019, it fell back to 
around US$80,000 in March 2022. Current-
ly, the price of cobalt has leveled off at 
around US$52,000 per metric ton. A further 
sharp rise is expected as soon as the lea-
ding automakers drastically expand their 
model ranges.

Cobalt is already in a supply deficit

The demand for cobalt will almost certainly 
explode in the coming years! While this was 
still around 60,000 tons in 2008, in 2017 it 
was already 125,000 tons that were deman-
ded per year. In 2021, about 173,500 tons 
of cobalt were in demand, of which about 
34% came from the automotive sector. Ex-
perts expect cobalt demand to rise to over 
270,000 tons per year by 2025.
The main driving factor will be demand from 
the battery sector. In fact, cobalt already 
had a supply deficit of around 13,000 tons 
in 2021. This is likely to multiply again in the 
coming years. 

Cobalt price development 

(US$/ton) over the last 5 years 

(Source: own representation)

Cobalt price development

(Quelle: ra-dragon unsplash.com)

(Source: own representation)

Largest copper producers worldwide (in thousand tons)

(Source: own representation)

Annual cobalt demand in thousand tons
Tsd tons
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ture and electric vehicle support programs 
of many governments are likely to lead to a 
further boom in demand for copper. Experts 
predict that copper demand from the auto-
motive sector alone will increase to over 4 
million tons per year by 2030.

Mining activities can no longer meet 
higher demand

In addition to an expected increase in de-
mand from the current level of around 21 
million tons of copper per year to 25 million 
tons in 2030 and 28 million tons by 2035, 
copper production with the current mines 
is expected to fall to less than 15 million 
tons at the same time. This is because at 
present it is mainly the expansion of exis-
ting mines that accounts for the bulk of 
new copper production, which is expected 
to come on stream by 2025. After that, new 
projects will be needed to close the gro-
wing gap expected by analysts. However, 
this will require significant investment. 
Goldman Sachs estimates that over 
US$150 billion will have to be invested in 
mining projects worldwide by 2030 alone in 
order to be able to handle the expected in-
crease in demand. Many copper projects 
benefit from the production of valuable 
by-products such as gold, silver, cobalt 

gineering as well as piping, i.e. infrastruc-
ture. It is used, among other things, for 
electrical lines, switching wires, power cab-
les, overhead lines, conductors on printed 
circuit boards, wire windings in transfor-
mers, chokes/coils and in electric motors. 
Furthermore, as cable connection between 
electrical components like accumulators, 
motors and applications. Other applica-
tions include water piping, roofing, glass 
coatings, tableware, and in the arts and 
crafts sector for the production of printing 
plates for copper engravings and etchings, 
and in the jewelry sector for alloys.

Supply deficit already exists – 
Drastic expansion is to be expected

The International Copper Study Group cal-
culated a supply deficit of around 300,000 
tons for 2020. Due to the fact that in the 
future more and more copper will be used 
in electromobility (an electric car requires 
about 90 to 100 kilograms of copper, while 
a combustion vehicle often gets by with 20 
kilograms), but also in the connection of re-
generative power generators to the power 
grid (an onshore wind power plant requires 
about 5,4 tons of copper per megawatt, an 
offshore wind power plant even 15.3 tons of 
copper per megawatt), experts reckon that 
by 2035 there will be a gap of no less than 
15 million tons per year, i.e. about 75% of 
current production. Furthermore, infrastruc-

billion tons of copper are available worldwi-
de as resources and 880 million tons of 
copper are mineable as reserves.

Main features:  
High thermal and electrical conduc-
tivity, soft, antibacterial, red.

By far the most important ability of copper 
is its high electrical conductivity. Its con-
ductivity is only slightly worse than that of 
silver and significantly better than that of 
gold, but copper is far less expensive than 
the other two metals. Since all admixtures 
dissolved in copper, especially impurities 
such as phosphorus and iron, greatly re-
duce its conductivity, the highest degrees 
of purity are often sought for conductor ma-
terials. Its softness and red color also make 
it interesting for the jewelry and art indust-
ries, among others in the form of alloys 
(brass, bronze, nickel silver, red gold). In 
addition, it has an antibacterial and partially 
antiviral effect and can render bacteria, vi-
ruses and fungi harmless within a few 
hours.

Main fields of application:  
Electrical engineering, piping, art, 
construction

By far the largest area of application for 
copper is electronics and electrical en-

and molybdenum, without which copper 
mining would often not even be possible, 
i.e. profitable. Another aspect is the lack of 
exploration for large copper projects, which 
has been extremely sparse over the past 
ten years. In addition, strikes, mine closu-
res and nationalization tendencies have in-
creasingly hampered mining activities in 
South America.

60% of current copper mines are in 
deficit, so the price MUST rise

As a result, there is currently a shortage of 
high-quality development projects. Since 
the quality of many new copper projects is 
far inferior to that of current mines, an in-
crease in production, i.e. exploitation of mi-
nes of poorer quality, can only be achieved 
by adjusting the price. The fact is that at the 
current copper price level of around 
US$7,800 per ton, 60% of the current cop-
per mines cannot be operated economical-
ly. According to Goldman Sachs, the cur-
rent incentive price for building a new cop-
per mine is around US$9,000 per ton. If the 
expected wave of demand from the auto-
motive industry, renewable energies and 
the power infrastructure comes soon, the 
copper price could make unprecedented 
price jumps.  

(Source: own representation)

Price development of copper

Conclusion: The electric revolution is at the beginning of a  
demand explosion, with which several metals slip into supply  
deficits – upward price adjustments ahead!

The demand for lithium, cobalt, nickel and, 
to a lesser extent, copper will be deter-
mined by three different parties in the fu-
ture: 

1. From the (Asian) electronics companies, 
which are mainly targeting the mass pro-
duction of powerful lithium-ion batteries 
and accumulators for everyday use, in 
multimedia devices, etc. 

2. From almost all established car manu-
facturers worldwide. 

3. From the manufacturers of decentrali-
zed energy storage systems, which are 
used wherever electricity is generated 
by means of photovoltaic or wind power 
plants and is to be used later by means 
of storage. 
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This constellation will cause demand for lit-
hium, cobalt and nickel to increase many 
times over in the coming years in some ca-
ses, and for copper it will also increase 
sharply, with decentralized storage in parti-
cular generating the greatest growth in de-
mand and likely to dwarf even the other two 
areas.

A look at the most important number esti-
mates is basically enough to come to this 
conclusion. The number of electric vehicles 
will multiply in the coming years: From 1.2 
million electric cars in 2017 to at least 20 
million electric vehicles per year from 2025. 
From 2030, 30 million electrically powered 
vehicles are expected annually, and from 
2040, as many as 60 million vehicles per 
year. In parallel, the lithium-ion battery ca-
pacity in demand will increase from 290 
GWh in 2018 to 3,000 GWh in 2030! 

Large portions of (future) funding 
comes from uncertain jurisdictions

In the EU and thus also in Germany, lithium, 
cobalt and graphite belong to the so-called 
„red group“, i.e. materials with a very high 
supply risk. In the USA, lithium is also con-
sidered a „critical mineral“.  Currently and in 
the future, however, many of these metals 
(in the case of copper, around 50% of the 
most advanced projects) will come from 
countries with dubious mining methods or 
high political risk, such as the Democratic 
Republic of the Congo, Russia or Papua 
New Guinea. Moreover, in addition to the 
actual procurement risk, issues such as 
lack of environmental compatibility or lack 
of social acceptance also play a role here. 

China controls global lithium pro-
cessing

Another crucial point is that China currently 
controls a large part (about 80%) of the lit-
hium refining. A circumstance that will and 
must lead to either more projects outside 
China‘s sphere of influence or to higher 
prices in the future. Recycling currently 

plays no role at all for lithium and cobalt and 
therefore cannot be seen as a source of 
needed materials.

The impending supply shortfall for 
all battery metals will reassess 
producers and advanced developers 
in particular

Overall, there are signs of a supply deficit in 
the near future for the lithium, cobalt, nickel 
and copper markets, as the increase in de-
mand is likely to (far) exceed the expansion 
in supply in the future. It can be assumed 
that the supply shortage for individual me-
tals will be brought forward from around 
2025/26 to 2023. This is strongly indicated 
by recent reports of projects stalling, pro-
duction being curtailed, and expansion 
plans being delayed.

Since demand growth will continue to in-
crease strongly beyond 2025 and, in additi-
on, there are still no significant large pro-
duction projects in the pipeline, this situati-
on is likely to continue for the foreseeable 
future.   

Especially producers and development 
companies, which have already advanced 
their respective projects, should offer the 
greatest share price opportunities in the co-
ming months and years, also with regard to 
a possible consolidation, i.e. through ta-
keover scenarios. 

Some of these dedicated development 
companies, as well as prospective pro-
ducers, are presented below.  

You do not have to be a stock market professional 
to make wise investment decisions.  
Invest together with Swiss Resource Capital AG and 
Asset Management Switzerland AG in the mega-
trend commodities. Since 05.03.2020 the experts‘ 
specialist knowledge has been available as a  
Wikifolio certificate:

SRC Mining & Special Situations Zertifikat
ISIN: DE000LS9PQA9
WKN: LS9PQA 
Currency: CHF/ Euro*
Certificate fee: 0,95 % p.a. 
Performance fee: 15 %

We recommend that interested parties and potential investors obtain comprehensive information before making an investment decision. In particular, about 
the potential risks and rewards of the security. You are about to purchase a product that is not simple and can be difficult to understand. Further, important 
information can be found at: www.resource-capital.ch/de/disclaimer-agb

*Trading in Euro is possible at the Euwax in Stuttgart.

Invest with the commodity professionals

Currently the following titles are represented in the SRC Mining & Special Situations Certificate (10/2022):  AGNICO EAGLE MINES  |  ALPHA LITHIUM 

CORP.  |  ANGLO AMERICAN  |  ARIS MNG.CORP.  |  AURANIA RESOURCES  |  BARRICK GOLD  |  BHP BILLITON  |  CALEDONIA MINING  |  CALI-

BRE MINING  |  CANADA NICKEL  |  CHESAPEAKE GOLD  |  CONDOR GOLD  |  CONSOLIDATED URANIUM  |  COPPER MOUNTAIN MINING  |   

CYPRESS DEVELOPMENT  |  DENARIUS METALS CORPORATION  |  DISCOVERY  SILVER CORP.  |  ENDEAVOUR SILVER  |  FRANCO-NEVADA  

|  FREEPORT-MCMORAN  |  FURY GOLD MINES  |  GOLD ROYALTY CORP.  |  GOLD TERRA RESOURCE  |  GOLDMINING  |  HANNAN METALS  |  

ISOENERGY  |  KARORA RESOURCES  |  KUTCHO COPPER  |  LABRADOR URANIUM INC.  |  LI-METAL CORP.  |  MAG SILVER  |  MAPLE GOLD 

MINES  |  MAWSON GOLD  |  MEDMIRA INC.  |  NEWMONT GOLDCORP  |  OCEANAGOLD  |  OSISKO GOLD ROYALTIES  |  PETROBRAS (ADR)  |  

REVIVAL GOLD  |  RIO TINTO  |  SATURN OIL & GAS  |  SIBANYE STILLWATER  |  SKEENA RESOUR-

CES  |  SUMMA SILVER CORP.  |  TIER ONE SILVER INC.  |  TORQ RESOURCES INC.  |  TRILLIUM GOLD 

MINES  |  TUDOR GOLD  |  URANIUM ENERGY  |  VICTORIA GOLD  |  VIZSLA SILVER
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Interview with Tobias Tretter –
Managing Partner of Commodity Capital AG

Mr. Tretter, battery metals have been going 
completely crazy lately. Lithium in particu-
lar recorded massive price increases. 
What do you think was the reason for this?

The price increases for lithium were already 
foreseeable in recent years and we have cer-
tainly not yet reached the end of develop-
ments here. The success of electromobility 
cannot be stopped and it will ultimately be a 
question of speed. But this is precisely the 
problem on the production side. New pro-
duction facilities for batteries can be set up 
in 1 to 2 years, and the automotive industry 
can also react relatively quickly, if it wanted 
to. The problem, however, is on the produc-
tion side for lithium. Despite the enormous 
margins and the efforts of all companies to 
build up new production capacities as quick-
ly as possible, there was exactly one new 
producer in 2022. The problem, which is al-
ways overlooked, is that rising lithium prices 
do lead to rising exploration spending. Ho-
wever, it takes 10 or more years from disco-
very to commercial production. And this time 
gap is causing significant headaches for the 
industry and is the main reason why lithium 
prices continue to rise from one all-time high 
to the next. In the process, there is no hope 
for a short-term solution to the supply shor-
tage either. 

In addition to special effects such as the 
Russia-Ukraine crisis, the expected de-
mand forecasts will certainly play an im-
portant role. What do you expect in this 
respect in the coming months and years?

Since we launched our lithium fund in 2009, 
there was one constant. And that was that 
the demand forecast was seen as far too 
conservative every year and the build-up of 
new production was seen as too positive 
every year. Currently, we also see little rea-
son for the forecasts to become more ac-
curate in the coming years. In our view, de-
mand in the coming years is still being signi-
ficantly underestimated. We are currently at 
the beginning of a new era, and it is perfectly 
normal that it will take a decade or two for 
the industry to adjust to the increasing de-

mand resulting from electromobility. We are 
primarily looking at the construction and ex-
pansion of new battery factories to estimate 
the future demand for lithium and the other 
metals. I don‘t think anyone can estimate fu-
ture demand better than the battery manu-
facturers themselves. And here we continue 
to see a clear trend – an exponentially in-
creasing expansion of capacity. The war in 
Ukraine or even a global recession is likely to 
have only a very short-term impact on the 
expansion of electromobility and thus the 
demand for lithium. Politicians worldwide 
have committed themselves to the expansi-
on of electromobility and, in our opinion, will 
no longer leave this path. A global recession 
as a result of the interest rate hikes by the 
U.S. Federal Reserve, for example, is thus 
likely to even lead to an accelerated expan-
sion of infrastructure and additional subsi-
dies for electromobility in order to stimulate 
the economy and lead it out of a possible 
recession. The biggest problem I currently 
see for the demand for lithium is that there 
could be such a massive undersupply of lit-
hium in the coming years that ultimately it is 
no longer decisive what price you have to 
pay for lithium, but whether and where you 
can get the necessary lithium at all.  

Is a move away from lithium-based batte-
ries to other storage technologies expec-
ted in the foreseeable future, and if so, 
what impact would this have?

The developments in lithium batteries are 
enormous and a wide variety of composi-
tions are being worked on and researched. 
However, all batteries have one constant 
and that is the proportion of lithium, which 
changes only marginally. Ultimately, we be-
lieve the solid-state battery will prevail as the 
„ideal“ battery, but it will still take a few years 
before commercial production. Alternatives 
such as hydrogen or synthetic fuel will cer-
tainly find their niche, but we do not believe 
that the success story of electromobility can 
be stopped. The efficiency of a lithium bat-
tery is clearly superior to the two alternatives 
and is also preferred by politicians.

Although copper is not a classic battery 
metal, it is considered an important link 
between the battery and the correspon-
ding control units. What can we expect 
from the red metal in the future?

Copper plays a crucial role in electromobility. 
Not only does an electric car require signifi-
cantly more copper than a car with an inter-
nal combustion engine, but the entire char-
ging infrastructure will need vast amounts of 
copper. Not to mention the consumption for 
wind turbines, solar cells and their connecti-
on to the power grid. Copper has historically 
doubled its demand every 10 years regard-
less of economic crises or wars and we ex-
pect at least a doubling of demand in the 
next 10 years. Knowing full well that this fo-
recast is almost certainly too conservative. 
In recent years, the industry has primarily 
lived off existing storage capacity and, while 
not in the short term, we see a significant 
undersupply of copper over the next 5 to 10 
years. Finding and developing new projects 
is becoming more difficult every year and it 
will be almost impossible to adequately 
replace the old mines that will be phased out 
in the coming years. Let alone to serve an 
increasing demand. For us as investors, ho-
wever, it is difficult to invest in copper mines 
because most of the „new“ projects are 
located in unstable regions such as Africa or 
South America, or the initial investment is 
too high for smaller or even medium-sized 
companies to bring into production themsel-
ves. 
However, this is also where the opportunity 
lies. Much of the „new“ production in recent 
years has come from new projects in politi-
cally unstable regions such as Mongolia, Af-
rica or even South America. Here, however, 
we see considerable difficulties in the co-
ming years. If it is already difficult to bring 
other raw material mines in South America 
into production, it will be almost impossible 
to finance a copper project in South Ameri-
ca, because the political security is not given 
and it makes a difference whether you as an 
investor invest a few hundred million, which 
are amortized after 1 to 2 years, or whether 
you invest 4 or 5 billion dollars, which are 
amortized after 5 or more years. Who knows 

if you will still own the mine in Chile or Bolivia 
in 5 years and how high the taxes will be at 
that time.

Many investors still see battery metals as a 
hot potato. What advice do you have for in-
vestors who want to get involved in this 
sector? What should they pay attention to?  
  
Electromobility and therefore battery metals 
are still in their infancy, and it is therefore 
normal for investors to expect higher volatili-
ty. We have been investing in lithium stocks 
since 2009 and in our investments we stick 
to Andre Kostolany‘s stock market wisdom 
of buying the shares, taking a sleeping pill 
and looking at the shares again in many ye-
ars to find that they are worth much more. 
That‘s not really possible for us as fund ma-
nagers, however, I think the best strategy is 
to pick companies with excellent manage-
ment, invest early and benefit from the sec-
tor‘s long-term prospects. Timing short-term 
fluctuations correctly is almost impossible 
and is not in line with our investment philo-
sophy. The primary goal is to participate in 
the success of e-mobility and the best way 
to do this continues to be lithium stocks. 
And this year alone, the lithium sector was 
one of the very few sectors to suffer only 
very small losses. 
The outlook and the growth figures of the 
companies are so good that even volatile 
stock markets have done little to harm the 
sector. It was astonishing that Australian 
companies were able to perform significant-
ly better than North American companies. 
The main reason for this is probably that 
Australian investors have more experience in 
the sector and can see from the examples of 
Allkem or Pilbara how much potential there 
is in a budding new producer. North America 
is still in its infancy here and we are curious 
to see when the first new company in North 
America will go into production and how the 
share price will develop. However, there is 
certainly significant catch-up potential. 
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Alpha Lithium 
High lithium resource and with big steps to a  
production plant

Alpha Lithium is a Canadian mining de-
velopment company specializing in the dis-
covery and development of high-grade lithi-
um projects in Argentina. Alpha Lithium has 
found projects in the South American lithi-
um triangle, an area with a large number of 
high-caliber lithium deposits in the border 
region of the three countries Argentina, Chi-
le and Bolivia. There, the company is de-
veloping several projects surrounded by se-
veral major lithium mines. 

Tolillar Salar – Location and infra-
structure

Alpha Lithium‘s flagship project is called To-
lillar and is located in the Tolillar Salar salt 
lake of the same name. The acquisition was 
made in March 2020, essentially through the 
acquisition of a private Canadian company 
through the issuance of treasury shares. The 
project comprises 10 concessions covering 
a total area of 27,500 hectares. Tolillar Salar 
is thus located in the well-known lithium tri-
angle of Argentina, Bolivia and Chile and wi-
thin the Puna geological region in northwes-
tern Argentina. Tolillar Salar is surrounded 
by multi-billion-dollar lithium assets. 

Tolillar Salar is located approximately 3 
hours by car from San Antonio de los Cob-
res (presence of all major services including 
fuel and medical supplies) and 6 hours by 
car from the provincial capital of Salta. The 
project site is served by a well-maintained 
paved and unpaved road network, as well 
as a gravel and dirt road that runs within 10 
kilometers of the project.     

The nearest rail line in the region is an exis-
ting narrow-gauge railroad between Salta, 
Argentina and the Pacific Coast port of An-
tofagasta, Chile. A 600-megawatt, 375-ki-
lovolt power line between Salta and Mejillo-
nes, Chile runs approximately 150 kilome-
ters north of the property. A natural gas 
pipeline runs less than 10 kilometers east of 
the project area.

Tolillar Salar – Own exploration 
activities ...

In November 2020, the Company announ-
ced that a VES survey suggests that the bri-
ne body that predominates in the northern 
part of the salar extends far to the south and 
also supports the concept that the basin in 
the Tolillar salar is similar to the neighboring 
prolific Hombre Muerto salar. Similar to 
Hombre Muerto and other nearby lithi-
um-rich salar basins in the region, Tertiary 
sedimentary rocks form the basin-bounding 
rocks to the west of Tolillar Salar and likely 
resulted in similar basin-filling conditions. 
The potentially favorable aquifer target iden-
tified in the VES study extends beyond the 
southernmost extent of the surveyed area 
and appears to extend deeper than what 
the instruments could measure, yielding a 
thickness of at least 170 meters. In addition, 
the VES results showed that the brine body, 
which was identified as pervasive during the 
initial geophysical survey, extends an additi-
onal 10 square kilometers into the southern 
portion of Tolillar Salar. It is measured to be 
between 73 meters and at least 267 meters 
thick and extends deeper than what the 
VES equipment was able to measure.

...lead to a first resource

Based on these findings, Alpha Lithium initi-
ated a three-phase drilling campaign in 
December 2020, the purpose of which is to 
collect lithium brine samples from depth 
and use them to begin evaluating the Direct 
Lithium Extraction (DLE) process that the 
Company intends to deploy. By November 
2021, the drilling campaign was completed 
with a total of 6 production holes. Drilling re-
sults showed continued improvement and 
the most recently tested holes showed con-
sistent lithium grades between 345 and 351 
mg/L. The first three exploration wells re-
turned lithium grades between 194 and 218 
mg/L on pump tests at flow rates between 
55 and 100 m3/hour. In the last well with a 

lithium concentration of 351 mg/L, the flow 
rate reached 130 m3/hour. A higher pum-
ping rate was feasible but was limited by the 
maximum achievable capacity of the pum-
ping equipment. In addition to the high flow 
rates and lithium concentrations, the Tolillar 
Salar also produced brine with very low im-
purities. For example, the magnesium to lit-
hium ratio ranged from 4.90 to 5.37, with an 
average of 5.0 across the five holes, a result 
that is in the upper quartile of salars in Ar-
gentina. Based on promising historical data 
in the Tolillar Salar, Alpha Lithium elected to 
drill all holes as production holes rather than 
core holes. Core drilling, while faster to drill, 
does not result in pumpable wells where tra-
ditional aquifer testing can be conducted to 
obtain hydraulic parameters. Core samples 
provide lithologic data that can take months 
to analyze, with the goal being simply to im-
prove knowledge of reservoir properties, 
such as drainable porosity. Production wells 
are immediately ready for production, can 
be logged to determine effective porosity 
and permeability, and can be flow tested to 
determine brine pumpability parameters 
and the chemistry of the composite brine 
that will ultimately be required for lithium 
processing. In August 2022, Alpha Lithium 
released an initial preliminary resource sta-
tement for its Tolillar Brine Project. The re-
source estimate includes 2,119,000 tonnes 

of indicated and 1,158,000 tonnes of infer-
red lithium carbonate equivalent (LCE). The 
resource estimate also includes 7,387,000 
tonnes of potassium equivalent (KCI) in the 
indicated category and an additional 
4,786,000 tonnes of KCI in the inferred ca-
tegory. It is important to note that only 9,000 
(33%) of the 27,500-hectare site has been 
explored. The resource does not include re-
sults from two holes that were drilled, com-
pleted, flow tested and sampled; however, 
the results have not yet been received back 
from the laboratory. In addition, lower lithi-
um grades were used in two drill holes, lo-
wering the overall average lithium concent-
ration, as final lab test results have not yet 
been received.

(Source: Alpha Lithium)

(Source: Alpha Lithium)
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Hombre Muerto – hoping to more than 
double our current position, which 
would make us a bigger landowner than 
POSCO, our contigous neighbor in 
Hombre Muerto

7. Continue geophysical investigation and 
hydrogeological understanding of our 
properties in the Hombre Muerto salar

8. Drill significant number of wells (initial 
stage of 10) in Hombre Muerto

9. Complete an initial resource estimate 
for Hombre Muerto

How do you see the current situation on 
the market for battery metals?

The market for, and interest in owning, bat-
tery metals has reached an unprecedented 
level, which will only continue to strengthen 
and exacerbate the already undersupplied 
market for the next 5+ years. At Alpha, this 
is evidenced by the overwhelming interest 
we continue receiving weekly from the ma-
jor global players to acquire or partner with 
us on our property(ies).

What have you and your company achie-
ved in the past 12 months?

1. Received US$770 million offer for one 
of our assets, Tolillar, which we declined, 
since the asset was still very immature 

2. Drilled 10 more production wells and 
published an early draft resource esti-
mate for Tolillar: 2.1 million tonnes of 
indicated and 1.2 million tonnes of infer-
red LCE. Combined with other factors, 
such as access to existing pipelines, 
powerlines, highways, people, equip-
ment, and a highly favorable regulatory 
regime, rank us well above our peers

3. Closed second $25 million Bought Deal 
and raised corporate treasury to $45 
million

4. Built a 5,000 hectare position in the 
world‘s best and one of the most 
sought-after salars, Hombre Muerto 
(home to Livent, POSCO, Allkem, etc)

5. Started exploration and development 
work in Hombre Muerto salar

6. Upgraded listing to Canada’s senior 
stock exchange

What are the most important company 
catalysts for the next 6 to 12 months?

1. Complete drilling 10 more production 
and core wells in Tolillar to finalize the 
initial draft resource estimate and im-
prove both the (i) quality and (ii) quantity 
of the resource through horizontal (i.e. 
areal extent) and vertical (i.e. depth of 
investigation) drilling

2. Complete the construction of pilot plant 
and commence lithium production 

3. Continue to improve our extremely suc-
cessful lithium refinement process, 
which has already returned incredible 
results: starting with brine containing 
less than 200 mg/L of lithium, our pro-
cess produced a concentrate of 16,000 
mg/L, which was refined to then pro-
duce both battery-grade lithium carbo-
nate and lithium hydroxide

4. Complete Feasibility Study for Tolillar
5. Potentially sell, or partner with industry 

major in, Tolillar
6. Add more land to our 5,000 hectares in 
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Alpha Lithium Corp.

CO, which it acquired from Galaxy Resour-
ces Limited for US$280 million. In addition, 
the southern part of Hombre Muerto is home 
to Galaxy, which recently announced an 
AU$4 billion merger with Orocobre Limited. 
A VES survey was initiated on the property 
which confirmed the presence of the known 
underlying productive zones of the Hombre 
Muerto Salar. The results of the VES assess-
ment indicate the presence of three large 
units, all of which are expected to be pro-
ductive.

Summary: 
Takeover fantasy due to large mo-
vements and financing in the vicinity

Alpha Lithium has immediately stepped on 
the gas in the Lithium Triangle and, in addi-
tion to exploration, immediately evaluated 
the possibility of processing. The manage-
ment around CEO Brad Nichol and Country 
Manager David Guerrero, who knows the 
area very well and already has successes to 
show in the Hombre Muerto Salar, must be 
incredibly sure with the not yet determined 
resource base, if they immediately let pro-
duction drillings be carried out. Just as con-
fident as a dozen or so high-profile lithium 
investors who helped Alpha Lithium raise a 
whopping CA$23 million in fresh capital in 
February 2021 instead of the originally 
planned CA$10 million.  In November 2021, 
Alpha Lithium attempted to generate ano-
ther CA$13 million in fresh funds, which ulti-
mately turned into CA$25 million. This pro-
vides Alpha Lithium with sufficient funding 
for the upcoming development steps. Seve-
ral acquisitions in the immediate vicinity of 
Alpha Lithium‘s projects also raise the ac-
quisition fantasy at Alpha Lithium, especially 
since POSCO, one of the largest chemical 
companies in the world, owns more than 
10,000 hectares in Hombre Muerto, much of 
which is adjacent and connected to Alpha‘s 
properties in the same salar. Earlier this year, 
POSCO announced plans to invest an addi-
tional US$4 billion in its 10,000 hectares in 
Hombre Muerto after meeting with local go-
vernment officials.

Pilot plant and economic evaluation

In July 2022, Alpha Lithium engaged an ex-
perienced, specialized firm to provide de-
tailed engineering for a lithium pilot plant to 
be constructed at Salar Tolillar. In addition, 
the company has conducted a tender pro-
cess to provide a preliminary economic as-
sessment for a scalable commercial pro-
duction facility capable of producing up to 
40,000 tons of high purity lithium carbonate 
per year.

Hombre Muerto

As of March 2022, Alpha Lithium owns more 
than 5,000 hectares in Argentina‘s Hombre 
Muerto Salar, widely regarded as one of the 
highest-grade producing lithium brine salars 
in the world, comparable only to Chile‘s Sa-
lar de Atacama. The Company will be sur-
rounded by key players in the Hombre Mu-
erto Salar, which is known for its high-grade 
brine with record high lithium concentra-
tions and exceptionally low impurities. It 
hosts Livent Corp‘s Fenix operation, which 
has been in commercial production for over 
25 years. Hombre Muerto is also home to 
the Sal de Oro project of Korean giant POS-

Exclusive interview with Brad Nichol, CEO 
of Alpha Lithium   

Brad Nichol, CEO

(Source: Alpha Lithium)
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Canada Nickel 
Establishment of a huge nickel district in Canada  
with steady full hits

Canada Nickel is a Canadian mining de-
velopment company focused on develo-
ping the Crawford nickel-cobalt sulfide pro-
ject, which hosts one of the world‘s largest 
nickel deposits in an established mining 
camp and is adjacent to existing infrastruc-
ture north of Timmins, Ontario, Canada. An 
initial economic assessment recently sho-
wed robust numbers. The company is wor-
king hard to establish a new nickel district 
and net zero CO2 footprint. Most recently, 
they have also been able to demonstrate 
larger nickel footprints on several other pro-
ject areas very close by.
 

Crawford project – Location and 
infrastructure

Originally about 2,300 hectares in size, the 
Crawford Nickel-Cobalt Core Project is 
located about 35 kilometers north of the 
mining town of Timmins, within the Tim-
mins Mining Camp of the same name, 

which has a history of more than a century 
as a mining area. Highway 655 runs direct-
ly through the project site, as does a 550 
kV power line. The Lower Sturgeon Falls 
hydroelectric power plant is just three kilo-
meters away. Glencore‘s Kidd Creek mine 
and mill, including train service, is only 
about 10 kilometers away, and the Hoyle 
smelter/refinery is about 40 kilometers by 
road and 25 kilometers by rail from Kidd 
Creek. Timmins itself has sufficient experi-
enced mining personnel.

Crawford Project – Resource

In July 2022, Canada Nickel published a 
resource estimate based on the Canadian 
NI43-101 resource calculation standard. 
According to the estimate, total M&I re-
sources more than doubled to 1.43 billion 
tonnes at 0.24% nickel and inferred resour-
ces are 0.67 billion tonnes at 0.23% nickel. 
The East Zone M&I resource increased 

more than 14-fold to 701 million tonnes at 
0.23% nickel and the Main Zone resource 
increased 17% to 724 million tonnes at 
0.25% nickel. With 3.48 million tons of 
contained nickel in the M&I resources, the 
company believes Crawford has the fifth 
largest contained nickel sulfide resource in 
the world. The M&I resources also include 
93.9 million tonnes of iron, 8.5 million ton-
nes of chromium, 183,000 tonnes of cobalt 
and 1.06 million ounces of palladium + pla-
tinum.
This makes the Crawford resource one of 
the 5 largest nickel deposits in the world!

Crawford Project – Preliminary 
Economic Assessment

In May 2021, Canada Nickel published a 
preliminary economic assessment (PEA) 
for Crawford. This showed robust econo-
mics, supported by, among other things, 
an after-tax net present value (NPV) of 
US$1.2 billion and an after-tax economic 
rate of return (IRR) of 16%. Crawford could 
yield an annual average nickel production 
of 75 million pounds (34,000 tonnes) over a 
mine life of 25 years. It would also produce 
significant iron and chrome by-products of 
860,000 tons per year and 59,000 tons per 
year, respectively. In total, production over 
the mine life would amount to approxima-
tely 842,000 tons of nickel, 21 million tons 
of iron and 1.5 million tons of chromium 
with a total value of US$24 billion. Net all-in 
sustaining costs were estimated at US$1.94 
per pound of nickel, including by-products. 
Crawford would have annual EBITDA of 
US$439 million and free cash flow of 
US$274 million. The use of autonomous 
trolley trucks and electric shovels would re-
duce diesel consumption by 40%, contri-
buting significantly to achieving a net zero 
CO2 footprint.
With this PEA, the Company has been able 
to confirm the economics of Crawford, not-
withstanding that they arguably have much 
greater potential. 

Massive expansion of the Crawford 
project 

In March 2020 and April 2021, Canada Ni-
ckel announced that it had entered into an 
agreement with Noble Mineral Resources 
to expand the Crawford project whereby 
Canada Nickel acquired 100% of the previ-
ous option areas, Crawford-Nesbitt-Aubin, 
Nesbitt North, Aubin-Mahaffy, Kingsmill- 
Aubin and MacDiarmid and Bradburn-Dar-
gravel. This was done on the basis that Ca-
nada Nickel has already identified a total of 
7 nickel-bearing structures on the new 
concessions in mid-2020, extending over a 
strike length of approximately 30 kilome-
ters.
In November 2021, Canada Nickel acqui-
red an additional 13 exploration projects 
around Timmins, covering a total of 37.7 
square kilometers – 40 times larger than 
the current Crawford Main Zone resource. 
Most of these new project areas are close 
to Crawford, with the most distant still wit-
hin a 100-kilometer radius.  Ten of the areas 
have a larger footprint than Crawford and 
nine are proven to contain the same base-
ment mineralization as Crawford. 

Projects Reid and Deloro could yet 
surpass Crawford

The company hit another bull‘s eye with 
the Reid project, located just 16 kilometers 
southwest of Crawford and featuring a se-
ries of folded ultramafic bodies extending 
3.3 kilometers north-south and 2.1 kilome-
ters east-west. Already with the first dril-
lings one could prove a new discovery the-
re. These included 354 meters of 0.24% 
nickel, 15 meters of 0.39% nickel and 6 
meters of 0.57% nickel. This was recently 
followed by drilling of 394 meters of 0.26% 
nickel.
Another high-grade resource is hosted by 
the Deloro Project. There, assays included 
0.38% nickel and 0.22g/t PGM over a core 
length of 15.5 meters within 0.28% nickel (Source: Canada Nickel)
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electric arc furnaces (which use natural gas 
as a reductant instead of coke or coal), 
capturing and discharging off-gases to 
capture CO2 through waste rock and resi-
dues from the Crawford Nickel Cobalt Sul-
fide Project. 

Summary: New feasibility study 
should generate takeover fantasy

Canada Nickel owns 100% of the Crawford 
nickel-cobalt sulfide project, a brand-new 
nickel discovery with huge potential in an 
established mining camp, one of the best 
infrastructures in Canada. Crawford and 
many other license areas continue to have 
significant expansion potential as only a 
fraction of the existing anomalies have 
been tested to date, as recent discoveries 
have clearly demonstrated. The newly ac-
quired regional exploration targets are ex-
citing as they share the same geophysical 
signatures that led to the Crawford disco-
very. Given Crawford‘s proven track re-
cord, this provides much larger areas for 
full development of Crawford and additio-
nal exploration targets that could potential-
ly host similar nickel-cobalt deposits to 
Crawford. A feasibility study is expected to 
be released by the end of 2022. At that 
point, potential suitors should not be long 
in coming. By means of a $12 million finan-
cing in mid-2021, an extended financing of 
CA$51.6 million in March 2022, and a 
CA$10 million line of credit, Canada Nickel 
is currently adequately funded. Very good 
relations with the First Nation groups Tayk-
wa Tagamou Nation, Matachewan First Na-
tion and Mattagami First Nation round off a 
successful 2022.

and 0.09g/t PGM over a core length of 299 
meters. Further, 487 meters of 0.25% ni-
ckel were encountered, including 91 me-
ters of 0.28% nickel. Mineralization was 
successfully traced over a strike length of 
1.1 kilometers ranging from 100 to 400 me-
ters wide to a depth of 420 meters.
The recent Bannockburn project indicates 
further high exploration potential.

Crawford project – Glencore deal

In January 2020, Canada Nickel announ-
ced a sensational deal with Glencore that 
should greatly improve the economics of 
the Crawford project. This allowed for the 
signing of a non-binding letter of intent for 
the potential use of Glencore‘s Kidd con-
centrator and metallurgical site in Timmins, 
Ontario, for the treatment and processing 
of material from Crawford. Crawford is 
located 40 kilometers north of Glencore‘s 
operations. The facility has a rated capaci-
ty of 12,500 tonnes per day and has a full 
water intake and discharge permit and a 
thickened tailings storage facility. The site 
has inbound and outbound rail access via 
the Ontario Northland Railway.

NetZero Metals

In July 2020, a wholly owned subsidiary, 
NetZero Metals, was formed to begin rese-
arch and development of a processing fa-
cility in the Timmins region to leverage 
existing technology to produce carbon-free 
nickel, cobalt and iron products. The Com-
pany has applied for trademarks for the 
terms NetZero NickelTM, NetZero Co-
baltTM and NetZero IronTM in the United 
States, Canada and other jurisdictions in 
connection with the carbon-free producti-
on of nickel, cobalt and iron products. Ca-
nada Nickel will explore the potential to 
produce nickel and cobalt products from 
existing pyrometallurgical processes such 
as roasting, sulfation and reduction using 

Mark Selby, CEO

Exclusive interview with Mark Selby, 
CEO of Canada Nickel  
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Canada Nickel Company

What have you and your company achie-
ved in the past 12 months?

Canada Nickel has rapidly advanced its 
100% owned Crawford Nickel-Sulphide 
Project, located in the world-class Tim-
mins-Cochrane mining camp. There are a 
number of substantial improvements in pro-
ject economics since our PEA in May 2021, 
which will be included in the feasibility stu-
dy, which continues to be on track for com-
pletion by year-end and we remain well-fun-
ded into early 2023

On July 6th of this year, we announced an 
updated resource estimate for Crawford, 
more than doubling the project’s Measured 
& Indicated mineral resources which we be-
lieve is the fifth largest nickel sulphide re-
source globally.

We also identified a new method for accele-
rated CO2 capture, that could allow produc-
tion of Net Zero nickel and generation of 21 
tonnes of CO2 credits per tonne of nickel 
produced after offsetting all emissions. Our 
Crawford Project could produce an estima-
ted average of 710,000 tonnes of CO2 cre-
dits annually and 18 million total tonnes of 
CO2 credits over expected life of mine. 

The initiation of our federal permitting at 
Crawford was another important milestone 
this year. Additionally, we are further unlo-
cking the district scale potential of our regi-
onal properties with significant discoveries 
made at Deloro and Reid. Our current dril-
ling has delineated a mineralized footprint 
at Reid already 90% of the size of Crawford 
footprint of 1.6 km2. 

What are the most important company ca-
talysts for the next 6 to 12 months?

The most significant catalysts will be the 
completion of a Feasibility Study by the end 
of 2022.  We are also advancing discussi-
ons with various offtake groups and strate-

gic shareholders, advancing our carbon 
capture work, and completing milestones 
as we advance our permitting process.

How do you see the current situation on 
the market for battery metals?

Nickel demand growth continues to be un-
derestimated by most analysts – nickel de-
mand was up 17% in 2021(3-5X other base 
metals) driven by a combination of demand 
from the EV sector growing by more than 
100% and demand from stainless steel gro-
wing by more than 10%.  This demand 
growth is leading to the largest nickel mar-
ket deficit ever in 2021 – contrary to most 
analysts who forecast the market at the 
start of the year to be in a 3-5% surplus and 
consistent with our view of the emergence 
of a nickel super cycle by the middle of this 
decade.
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Cypress Development 
Feasibility study almost complete and production  
of battery-grade lithium carbonate in own plant  
successful

Cypress Development is a Canadian mi-
ning development company specializing in 
the mining of lithium in the United States. 
The company is focused on the develop-
ment of its 100% owned Clayton Valley Lit-
hium Project in Nevada. Cypress Develop-
ment was able to announce a world-class 
resource of lithium-bearing mudstone near 
Albemarle‘s Silver Peak Mine, North Ameri-
ca‘s only lithium brine operation, at its pro-
ject site, which is also immediately adja-
cent to several other advanced lithium pro-
jects. A 2021 enhanced prefeasibility study 
certified the project as having excellent 
economics. Currently, the company is wor-
king on optimizing the processing with the 
help of its own pilot plant, resulting in the 
production of battery-grade lithium carbo-
nate. A feasibility study is expected to be 
completed by early 2023.

Clayton Valley Lithium Project – 
Location and Infrastructure

The Clayton Valley Lithium Project is loca-
ted in the eponymous Clayton Valley, in the 
southeastern U.S. state of Nevada, adja-
cent to the east of Albemarle‘s Silver Peak 

Lithium Mine, which has been in operation 
since 1966. Cypress Development‘s pro-
ject covers approximately 6,558 acres and 
is located amidst very well-developed inf-
rastructure. Several state highways 
connect Silver Peak to the main road net-
work in Nevada. Gravel roads connect Sil-
ver Peak to the southern half of Clayton 
Valley. Connection to the electric grid is 
available at the substation in Silver Peak. 
In February 2022 Cypress Development 
announced that it had expanded the Clay-
ton Valley Project. They were able to acqui-
re Enertopia Corporation‘s Clayton Valley 
Lithium Claystone Project from their imme-
diate neighbor. Enertopia‘s project inclu-
des 17 unpatented mining claims totaling 
160 contiguous acres. 

Clayton Valley Lithium Project – 
Exploration, Geology and Resource

Cypress Development acquired the first 
project claims in 2016 and conducted ex-
tensive drilling campaigns and metallurgi-
cal testing over the next three years. Explo-
ration and development work conducted 
by the Company quickly led to the disco-

very of a world-class resource of lithi-
um-bearing mudstone near the brine field 
east and south of Angel Island, an outcrop 
of Paleozoic carbonates that outcrop from 
lake-bottom sediments. Lithium mineraliz-
ation occurs within the montmorillonite 
clays in the sediments to a depth of at least 
150 metres. Metallurgical tests have shown 
that low-cost processing is possible by le-
aching with low acid consumption and high 
lithium recovery of over 85% Li. These high 
extractions prove that the predominant lit-
hium-bearing minerals are not hectorite, a 
refractory clay mineral that requires roas-
ting and/or high acid consumption to libe-
rate the lithium. The flat-lying deposit al-
lows mining with a low overburden ratio. 
Open pit mining does not require drilling or 
blasting during excavation. Currently, Clay-
ton Valley has a resource of 1,304 million 
tonnes of rock averaging 905 ppm lithium 
(6.28 million tonnes LCE - lithium carbona-
te equivalent) based on a cut-off grade of 
400 ppm lithium. Reserves total 213 million 
tonnes averaging 1,129 ppm lithium (1.28 
million tonnes LCE). Recent drilling en-
countered exceptionally high-grade lithium 
intercepts of 70.1 meters with 1,336ppm 
lithium, among others.

Clayton Valley Lithium Project – 
Positive PEA and Pre-Feasibility 
Studies

2021 Cypress Development published the 
most recent pre-feasibility study to date. It 
showed very good economics, even for a 
moderate base case lithium carbonate 
price of only US$9,500 per ton. Based on 
an average production rate of 15,000 ton-
nes per day, the pre-feasibility study calcu-
lated an annual production of 27,400 ton-
nes of lithium carbonate equivalent over a 
40-year mine life. The estimated capital 
cost of this is US$493 million, with estima-
ted pre-production and operating costs 
averaging US$3,387 per tonne of LCE. An 
after-tax NPV-8% of US$1.03 billion and an 

after-tax IRR of 25.8% were also deter-
mined. For a, 50% higher lithium carbonate 
price of US$14,250, the NPV would be 
US$2.142 billion and the IRR would be 
41.3%. 
A further bankable feasibility study is cur-
rently underway and is expected to be 
completed by early 2023.

Clayton Valley Lithium Project – 
Metallurgical Studies

The lithium in the deposit is associated 
with illite and smectite clays and can be le-
ached with dilute sulfuric acid, followed by 
filtration, solution purification, concentrati-
on and electrolysis to recover high purity 
lithium. Extensive metallurgical work deter-
mined optimal conditions for leaching, in-
cluding time, acid concentration and tem-
perature. Testing showed that there was 
little difference in sample depth, oxidation, 
or weathering state of the clays. Extensive 
leaching tests were performed on samples 
to obtain slurries for rheology, filtration, 
and lithium recovery tests. The tests gave 

Delivery of the thickener tanks 

for the pilot plant 

(Source: Cypress Development)

(Source: Cypress Development)
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Clayton Valley Lithium Project – 
Water Rights Secured

In May 2021, Cypress Development an-
nounced that it had entered into a letter of 
intent to acquire water rights. In early No-
vember 2021, the Nevada Division of Water 
Resources approved a term extension to 
the seller Nevada Sunrise Gold Corp for its 
Nevada Water Right Permit 44411, which 
was a key condition of the water rights 
purchase. The permit allows for the use of 
1,770 acre/feet of water per year for mi-
ning, milling and other uses, and is an im-
portant milestone towards meeting the wa-
ter supply requirements and development 
of the Clayton Valley Lithium Project. Final-
ly, in December 2021, the Company suc-
cessfully completed the purchase of Permit 
44411 and Certificate 13631 from Intor Re-
sources Corp, a subsidiary of Nevada Sun-
rise Gold Corp.

Summary: 
Completion of feasibility study likely 
to attract takeover bidders

Cypress Development has a very advan-
ced lithium project in one of the best mi-
ning jurisdictions in the world. The compa-
ny is already in the definitive feasibility pha-
se. A bankable feasibility study has been 
commissioned. Furthermore, a pilot plant 
is already running which could produce 
battery grade lithium carbonate. The im-
portant water rights could also be secured. 
All in all, this is a top development that Cy-
press Development has to show and will 
complete in the coming months. The next 
important milestone will be the feasibility 
study, which should be completed by the 
beginning of 2023. By then, at the latest, 
takeover bidders will no longer be able to 
bypass Cypress Development.

average results of 86.5% recovery of lithi-
um with only 126.5 kg/ton of acid consump-
tion. Tests were conducted to identify a 
commercial means of solid-liquid separati-
on, with specific conditions and equipment 
identified. Solids from filtration tests simu-
lating the final cycle were generated. Solids 
after single-stage washing are suitable for 
transport via conveyor belt to a conventio-
nal dry tailings storage facility. NORAM En-
gineering & Constructors Ltd. and CMS 
designed and tested the flowsheet for re-
covering the lithium from solution. A very 
successful test program that delivered a 
purified, concentrated lithium solution sui-
table for the production of high purity lithi-
um hydroxide (LiOH).

Clayton Valley Lithium Project – 
Pilot plant delivers first very good 
results

With the knowledge gained from the exten-
sive metallurgical testing, Cypress De-
velopment was able to design its own pilot 
plant. This utilizes an existing metallurgical 
facility near Beatty, Nevada. The plant 
could be commissioned in November 2021. 
This will operate at a rate of 1 ton per day 
and is designed to properly interact and 
test the major components within the ext-
raction process and evaluate the resulting 
lithium products. 

Then, in September 2022, a breakthrough 
was achieved when Cypress Development 
was able to announce that a major milesto-
ne had been reached with the production 
of 99.94% lithium carbonate from lithi-
um-bearing claystone from its Clayton Val-
ley Lithium Project. The Li2CO3 was reco-
vered from an intermediate concentrated 
lithium solution produced at Cypress‘ lithi-
um extraction plant. Following direct lithi-
um extraction at the plant, Saltworks Tech-
nologies Inc. completed the processing 
system design and pilot work to produce 
the Li2CO3.

Exclusive interview with  
William Will oughby, CEO of Cypress  
Development 

What have you and your company achie-
ved in the past 12 months?

Ω In December of 2021, Cypress acquired 
its water rights permit that has secured 
the Project’s future water requirements. 
This significantly separated us from the 
pack. Because now we have access to 
production. By February we closed a 
C$18.1 M bought financing that brought 
our treasury over $40M and secured the 
Company’s financial requirements for the 
next 24 months. In other words, we are 
fully financed until a constructive decisi-
on can be made. We completed the as-
sembly of our Lithium Extraction Facility 
(Pilot Plant) and tested its operation for 
up to a 30 day continues run; acquired 
our neighbours strategic land position, 
that confirmed our geological model and 
increased our pit size by 25%; announ-
ced positive Direct Lithium Extraction 
(DLE) results from our Lithium Extraction 
Facility of 99.5% lithium recovery  from 
the DLE portion of the Plant; and achie-
ved a significant milestone with the pro-
duction of enhanced battery grade 
(99.94%) lithium carbonate made from 
our Project.

What are the most important company  
catalysts for the next 6 to 12 months?

Ω Complete and announce results of our 
Feasibility Study in Q1 2023; complete 
our Plan of Operations; kick start our EIS 
permitting and formally apply for various 

government grants and loans available 
for our Project and produce lithium car-
bonate on-site. So, our plant will run 
from clay to product.  

How do you see the current situation on 
the market for battery metals?

Ω There could not be a better time for an 
advanced stage lithium company such 
as us moving towards production. The 
demand for lithium in electric vehicles 
and battery storage is strong and only 
growing stronger! Europe, Asia and of 
course North America all realize the po-
tential benefits of lithium as an alternati-
ve. Everything aligns with our goal of be-
coming a domestic producer of lithium 
for the growing electric vehicle and bat-
tery storage market. Simply put, we have 
the right commodity, at the right stage in 
the right jurisdiction

William Willoughby, CEO: 

Confirmed: Battery Grade Lithium Carbonate 99.94% Purity (Source: 

Cypress Development)
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1.0 meter of 6.3% copper and 101 g/t sil-
ver, 1.8 meters of 3.7% copper and 42 g/t 
silver, and 2.2 meters of 2.4% copper and 
29 g/t silver. During 2021, Hannan Metals 
was able to report further very good results 
from the soil geochemical sampling pro-
gram on the Tabalosos East Prospect, de-
monstrating copper-silver mineralization 
over a combined length of 24 kilometers. 
The Company also completed a large-sca-
le LiDAR survey within the JOGMEC JV 
San Martin project in the third quarter of 
2021. Further trenching returned 2.8 me-
ters of 3.0% copper including 1.6 meters of 
5.3% copper and 83g/t silver. In the Taba-
losos East area, 42 of 53 trenches avera-
ged 1.0 metre at 2.1% copper and 29g/t 
silver over a systematic survey area of 8 
kilometers by 1 kilometer. 3 kilometers to 
the south, 17 trenches averaged 1.1 me-
ters of 2.1% copper and 29g/t silver. 
Samples contained up to 10.8% copper. 
For the 12 months since April 2022, JOG-
MEC has an exploration budget of US$2 
million for further development of San Mar-
tin. This will be spent mainly on drilling in 
the Tabalosos East area.

San Martin Hannan Copper Silver 
Project

The remaining 278 square kilometers of the 
entire San Martin Project, continues to be 
100% owned by Hannan Metals and is not 
part of the JOGMEC Joint Venture. A boul-
der discovered during initial exploration 
grading 1.4% copper and 21 g/t silver on 
the Ochique property was located 20 kilo-
meters northwest of the JOGMEC JV pro-
ject. This was the first indication of sedi-
ment-hosted copper mineralization in the 
northwestern Huallaga Basin. The boulder 
source represents only a small portion of 
the Hannan area, which covers a total of 55 
kilometers of prospective strike of the mi-
neralized host unit. Field teams are current-
ly actively conducting stream sediment 
sampling.

expenditures over a four-year period, which 
may be accelerated at JOGMEC‘s discreti-
on.  
Should JOGMEC fail to complete a pre-fea-
sibility study or spend a total of 
US$20,000,000, Hannan Metals has the 
option to buy back a two percent interest 
for as little as US$1.00, returning a 51% 
majority interest in the joint venture. 
After JOGMEC has spent US$35,000,000 
and before a feasibility study has been 
completed, both parties will fund the ex-
penditure on a pro rata basis or dilute th-
rough an industry standard dilution formu-
la. If either party‘s interest in the joint ven-
ture is diluted to less than 5%, that party‘s 
interest will automatically convert to a 2% 
net smelter royalty.

San Martin – 
JOGMEC Joint Venture: Exploration 
Successes

On the JOGMEC project area, Hannan Me-
tals has already identified several potential-
ly high-grade copper-silver zones. For ex-
ample, in July 2020, they completed a 
17,500 square kilometer regional remote 
geological survey that highlighted pros-
pective mineralized trends over a strike 
length of 120 kilometers, as well as iden-
tifying several new stratiform copper-silver 
targets.
This led to the discovery of copper-silver 
mineralization over a strike length of 73 ki-
lometers. There, trenching intercepts inclu-
ded 2.0 meters of 5.9% copper and 66 g/t 
silver, 0.6 meters of 8.7% copper and 59 
g/t silver, 3.0 meters of 2.5% copper and 
22 g/t silver, and 0.2 meters of 6.9% cop-
per and 32 g/t silver. In another sub-area 
called Tabalosos, the combination of seis-
mic and modern remote sensing of the sur-
face from high resolution satellite imagery 
led to the discovery of 4 mineralized zones. 
This included trenching detecting 2.0 me-
ters of 4.9% copper and 62 g/t silver, 1.3 
meters of 3.5% copper and 86 g/t silver, 

The concessions cover a total of 120 kilo-
meters of the prospective host horizon. 
Hannan Metals has already received an ex-
ploration permit for much of the project 
area. Access to the project is excellent via 
a nearby paved highway, while elevations 
range from 400 to 1,600 meters in a region 
of high rainfall and predominantly forest 
cover. 

San Martin Project – 
Geology

San Martin hosts a newly identified, 
high-grade copper-silver system that ex-
tends across the eastern Andes in Peru 
and adjacent countries. Geologically, this 
has striking similarities to sedimentary 
copper-silver deposits, including the giant 
copper shale deposits in Eastern Europe 
and the African Copper Belt deposits in 
sub-Saharan Africa, two of the largest cop-
per areas on Earth.  Hannan recognized the 
exceptional potential for large copper-sil-
ver deposits in this part of Peru and has 
aggressively staked out a dominant land 
position.

San Martin Project – 
JOGMEC Joint Venture

In November 2020, Hannan Metals entered 
into a binding option and joint venture 
agreement with Japan Oil, Gas and Metals 
National Corporation (JOGMEC), an inde-
pendent administrative agency of the Ja-
panese government. Under the agreement, 
JOGMEC has the option to acquire up to a 
75% interest in the San Martin project by 
spending up to US$35,000,000 to provide 
a feasibility study to the joint venture. This 
is not Hannan Metal‘s entire San Martin 
project, but approximately 660 of the 938 
square kilometers of area. 
Pursuant to the Agreement, JOGMEC is 
granted the option to earn an initial 51% 
interest by funding $8,000,000 in project 

Hannan Metals is a Canadian mining de-
velopment company focused on the disco-
very and development of high-grade bat-
tery and precious metals projects in secure 
jurisdictions. In Peru, they hold one of the 
10 largest land packages of any foreign mi-
ning company and were able to secure 
JOGMEC as a joint venture partner. While 
JOGMEC has been financing the main pro-
ject for years, Hannan Metals can put its 
own capital into the other two prospective 
projects and has already made a find. 

San Martin Project – 
Location and Infrastructure

The flagship project, which is called San 
Martin, covers 938 square kilometers and 
is located northwest of the city of Tarapoto. 

Hannan Metals 
On track for next big discovery with world-class 
partner

(Source: Hannan Metals)
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At Valiente, the recent discovery we made 
was on only 4% of the total landholding we 
have at the project (more than 1,000 km2 
under 100%-owned tenure) so we will con-
tinue field work including detailed grid 
sampling and hand trenching into surroun-
ding areas to have at least three porphyry 
systems drill-ready over the next year.

How do you see the current situation on 
the market for battery metals?

Amazingly bullish. Copper consumption, 
driven in part by the electrification of ever-
ything will double over the next 20 years.  
We have attracted two of the largest players 
in our industry by boldly exploring in new 
frontiers, before we have drilled a drill hole.  
This demonstrates that new mineralized 
terrains, just like what Hannan have found, 
will become incredibly valuable.   

What have you and your company achie-
ved in the past 12 months?

Hannan is a Peruvian exploration company 
opening up search spaces in new frontiers to 
find the next generation of large-scale global 
copper-silver and copper-gold deposits. We 
hold a commanding top 10 tenure position in 
Peru. This bold grassroots strategy has at-
tracted some of the largest players in the in-
dustry, with both Teck and JOGMEC now in-
volved at equity and joint venture levels, res-
pectively.
We are well funded for the next year, with 10 
geologists and support teams actively explo-
ring across the country building on our initial 
discoveries. 
At the San Martin Project we are in a US$35m 
joint venture with JOGMEC, the Japanese 
government arm that is tasked to source fu-
ture metals for their industry.  The project co-
vers a new, basin-scale high-grade sedi-
ment-hosted copper-silver system situated 
along the foreland region of the eastern An-
des Mountains.  
At the 100% owned Valiente Project we have 
discovered a new Miocene age porphyry 
copper-gold belt in the Peruvian back-arc 
where we have discovered seven minerali-
zing systems over 140kmx 50km area. 
 

What are the most important company ca-
talysts for the next 6 to 12 months?

Hannan’s exploration programs are fully 
funded through 2023 with the support of 
JOGMEC at San Martin and the entry of 
Teck onto the register more broadly.
 
At San Martin, the primary focus will be drill 
testing the target at Tabalosos East where a 
diamond drill program of up to 3,500 met-
res for 40 drill platforms covering an area 
approximately 9 kilometres long and 3 kilo-
metres wide (2,700 hectares) is planned to 
commence in 2023 as well as work to ex-
pand known mineralization within and outs-
ide the area.

Summary: Will Valiente become a 
game-changer? – Teck Resources 
gets on board

Hannan Metals was able to secure me-
ga-partner JOGMEC in the early stages of 
exploration at San Martin. Even a major 
player in the industry doesn‘t spend US$35 
million just for fun. The company‘s own 
due diligence must have been correspon-
dingly promising. While JOGMEC is initially 
pushing the development of San Martin fi-
nancially alone, Hannan Metals can use its 
own money for the development of the se-
cond promising project Valiente and thus 
possibly land an additional top-class pro-
ject.  Several major anomalies on both pro-
jects, as well as initial trenching successes, 
strongly suggest that Hannan Metals has 
literally only scratched the surface of so-
mething big. Several exploration campa-
igns should provide a lot of news in the co-
ming months. Valiente, in particular, could 
be a game changer, as it already has seve-
ral real bull‘s-eyes in a small sub-area. The 
company secured CA$2.57 million in stra-
tegic financing from Teck Resources Limi-
ted in September 2022.

Valiente Project – 
Exploration success all along the line

The Valiente project, comprising 1,354 
square kilometers of mining concession 
applications, consists of several sub-pro-
jects, with Previsto the current primary fo-
cus. Hannan Metals believes Previsto is 
highly prospective for alkaline porphyry 
copper-gold systems. Ingemmet, Peru‘s 
geological, mining and metallurgical insti-
tute, has previously proven intrusions on 
the project area. 
2021 Hannan Metals has been able to re-
port initial exploration success and a real 
bull‘s eye from Previsto. Initial reconnais-
sance work has identified a large-scale hy-
drothermal system within a 6 kilometer by 
3-kilometer area on the project site that 
has the potential to host a porphyry cop-
per-gold mineral system with an associa-
ted skarn. Several copper and gold mine-
ralized float samples were taken in the pro-
cess, with the best float sample returning 
25.6% copper and 28 g/t silver in an inter-
preted supergene enrichment zone. The 
work carried out focused on an area exten-
ding 10 kilometers north south and remai-
ning open to the north, west and south. 
Copper and gold mineralized porphyritic 
intrusive rocks were also detected within 
flotation samples in streams, along with 
iron oxides, copper oxides and pyrite. Ura-
nium-lead zircon dating at four porphyritic 
intrusive centers in a 140 by 50-kilometer 
area has been used to define a previously 
unrecognized Miocene metallogenic belt 
associated with significant copper-gold 
geochemical anomalies in the BLEG, float 
and outcrop areas of the project.
In total, Valiente appears to have at least 
four significant mineralized systems. Each 
of these covers up to 2,300 metres by 800 
metres and has produced up to 3.2g/t gold 
and 0.6% copper, as well as traces of other 
elements. The Belen sub-area in particular 
shows several potential high grade minera-
lized systems, with Belen representing just 
4% of Valiente‘s total area.

Exclusive interview with Michael Robert 
Hudson, CEO of Hannan Metals  

Michael Robert Hudson, CEO

Breccia boulder with 0.9 g/Au and >100 g/t Mo

(Source: Hannan Metals)
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Kutcho Copper 
Positive feasibility study and financially strong partner 
on board 

Kutcho Copper is a Canadian mining de-
velopment company specializing in the de-
velopment of high-grade copper deposits 
in British Columbia. There, the company 
was able to secure the eponymous Kutcho 
Copper project, which already hosts an ap-
pealing reserve. A fresh feasibility study al-
ready came to an extremely positive result 
and could take a lot of risk off the project. 
Kutcho is thus already very advanced and 
also has a strong development partner in 
Wheaton Precious Metals. 

Kutcho Copper Project – 
Location and Infrastructure

The flagship Kutcho project is located 
approximately 100 kilometers east of Dea-
se Lake in northern British Columbia and 
consists of a mining lease and 46 mineral 
exploration claims covering an area of 
approximately 17,060 hectares. The site is 
accessible by a 900-meter gravel airstrip 
for small aircraft located 10 kilometers from 
the deposit and a 100-kilometer seasonal 
road from Dease Lake suitable for tracked 
and low-use vehicles. A deepwater port is 
located at Stewart, approximately 400 kilo-
meters from Dease Lake. Existing infra-
structure has been greatly improved over 
the past 10 years with numerous infrastruc-
ture improvements. Among other things, 
Highway 37 runs through northern British 
Columbia.

Kutcho Copper Project – 
Geology and Mineralization

The Kutcho Copper Project lies within the 
King Salmon Allochthon, a narrow belt of 
Permo-Triassic Island arc volcanic rocks 
and Jurassic sediments that lies between 
two north-dipping overthrust folds: the 
Nahlin fault to the north and the King Sal-
mon fault to the south. The belt of volcanic 
rocks is thickest in the area where it hosts 
the VMS deposits, due in part to primary 

deposition but also to stratigraphic repetiti-
on by folding and possibly overthrusting. 
The volcanic rocks are folded, and triple 
repeat the mineralized horizon on the pro-
ject, including the deposit. The massive 
sulphide deposits are oriented east-west 
and dip 15° to the west.

Mineralization comprises three known „Ku-
roko-type“ VMS deposits aligned on a 
west-dipping linear trend. The largest, the 
Main deposit, comes to surface at the eas-
tern end, followed by Sumac at depth and 
Esso at the western end, which occurs at a 
depth of approximately 400 meters below 
surface. 

Kutcho Copper Project – 
Reserves and Resources

The Kutcho Copper Project already has a 
high-caliber reserve and resource base, 
primarily from the Main Zone. A 2017 esti-
mate indicated a potential reserve of 10.4 
million tonnes averaging 2.01% copper, 
3.19% zinc, 34.61g/t silver and 0.37g/t 
gold.

The most recent resource estimate to date, 
from September 2021, produced measu-
red and indicated resources of 22.8 million 
tonnes averaging 1.52% copper, 2.18% 
zinc for 765 million pounds of copper, 1.1 
billion pounds of zinc, plus 288,000 ounces 
of gold and 20.6 million ounces of silver. In 
addition, there are inferred resources of 
12.9 million tons averaging 1.10% copper 
and 1.58% zinc plus gold, silver and lead. 

Kutcho Copper Project – 
Exploration Potential

The Kutcho Copper Project has high explo-
ration potential. 

The Main-Sumac Gap identifies a 400-me-
ter-wide gap between the Main and Sumac 
lenses that has not yet been drill tested. A 

conductive geophysical anomaly coincides 
with this area and is 360 meters long. The 
easternmost hole, which intersected the 
Sumac lens and is located on the western 
edge of the gap, returned 5.12 meters at 
1.29% copper, 0.49% zinc and 7g/t silver.
The Footwall Zone is stratigraphically be-
low the Main Zone and represents a sta-
cked massive sulphide horizon open in all 
directions. The last hole drilled to the east 
and down dip intersected 1.5 meters of 
3.54% copper, 6.94% zinc, 316.9g/t silver 
and 1.47g/t gold.

Overall, 36% of the Main Zone, 50% of the 
Esso Zone and 100% of Sumac remain 
open down dip and outside of the current 
resource model. 

In addition to the deposits located close to 
the Main Zone, the project area hosts a 
number of other greenfield targets that re-
main to be explored. 

In addition, there are several other promi-
sing target areas.

In October 2021, Kutcho Copper indicated 
that there are several open pit and underg-
round targets at the Main, Sumac and Esso 
deposits that have the potential to expand 
the open pit and underground mineral re-
sources beyond those being considered 
for inclusion in the Feasibility Study.

Kutcho Copper Project –
Feasibility Study

In November 2021, Kutcho Copper publis-
hed a positive feasibility study for the Kut-
cho Copper Project. The study was based 
on a copper price of US$3.50 per pound 
and a zinc price of US$1.15 per pound. For 
a production capacity of 4,500 tonnes per 
day (tpd) and a production capacity of 
3,900 tonnes tpd, the study resulted in an 
after-tax NPV 7% of CA$461 million and an 
after-tax IRR of 25%. Initial capital costs 

were estimated at CA$483 million and all-in 
sustaining costs at US$1.80 per pound of 
copper equivalent. An estimated mine life 
of 8 years and production life of 10.75 ye-
ars would result in after-tax cash flow of 
CA$841 million. The payback period was 
calculated to be 3.4 years.

Assuming higher prices of US$4.50 per 
pound of copper and US$1.57 per pound 
of zinc, this would result in an after-tax NPV 
of CA$931 million and an IRR of 41%.

Development deal with Wheaton 
Precious Metals

To rapidly develop the Kutcho Copper Pro-
ject, Kutcho Copper was able to enter into 
a development deal with silver streaming 
company Wheaton Precious Metals. As 
part of the acquisition of the Kutcho Pro-
ject from Capstone Mining in 2017, Kutcho 
Copper, still under its former name Desert 
Star, received a commitment from Whea-
ton Precious Metals to receive a total of up 
to US$100 million. In return, Wheaton Pre-
cious Metals is entitled to acquire 100% of 
the silver and gold production from the 
Kutcho project. Wheaton Precious Metals 
will make an ongoing cash payment equal 
to 20% of the respective spot price of silver 
and gold for each ounce delivered under 
the agreement. Since entering into the 
agreement, Wheaton Precious Metals has 
committed US$7 million to fund the feasi-
bility study. Another US$58 million has 
been paid to develop the project. Kutcho 
Copper will receive up to US$20 million 
more if it expands to a 4,500 tpd operation. 
It is important to note that only about 8% of 
the estimated project revenues are impac-
ted by the stream. 61% of the projected 
revenues generated will be attributed to 
copper, 31% to zinc, 5% to silver and 3% 
to gold. In February 2022, Kutcho Copper 
was able to eliminate all debt outstanding 
to Wheaton Precious Metals through a sha-
re deal. 
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What have you and your company achie-
ved in the past 12 months?

Ω Completed a feasibility study showca-
sing an after-tax Net Present Value at a 
7% discount rate of $613 million and an 
Internal Rate of Return of 30% (at 
U$$4.00/lb copper), including:

 •  A mine plan for a predominantly sim-
plified open-pit mining operation. The 
optimized mine plan has resulted in a 
technically robust and capital-effi-

Good (financial) framework was 
created

In June 2021, Kutcho Copper was able to 
generate CA$4.1 million in fresh capital th-
rough a financing and another CA$5 million 
in December 2021. Further, at the end of 
2021, the Company was able to buy back 
an existing royalty from Sumac Mines and 
terminate Sumac‘s right of first refusal 
(ROFR) for concentrates. The termination 
of the Sumac ROFR thus restores the Com-
pany‘s full flexibility to freely engage in 
strategic discussions on offtake and custo-
mer financing arrangements.  This will cre-
ate a more competitive environment for 
concentrate offtake terms as 100% of con-
centrate offtake is now up for negotiation. 
In mid-2022, Kutcho Copper received a to-
tal of approximately CA$2.8 million in fresh 
funds through the redemption of warrants.

Summary: New COO hints at design 
decision soon

Kutcho Copper already has an attractive 
resource and reserve base at its epony-
mous copper project, although the proper-
ty has yet to reveal its vast resource poten-
tial. Several potentially high-caliber explo-

ration areas are waiting to be extensively 
explored. The positive feasibility study 
could take a lot of risk off the project and 
could possibly attract other interested par-
ties besides top development partner Whe-
aton Precious Metals to what is arguably 
one of the most exciting copper-zinc pro-
jects in the world. The company is uniquely 
positioned with a high-grade, low-cost, 
feasibility-stage development project in a 
Tier 1 jurisdiction supported by a thriving 
copper market. Next milestones will be 
permitting and an early construction deci-
sion. Important in this regard was not only 
the consolidation of the royalty and offtake 
agreement and the simplification of the 
Wheaton deal, including the reduction of all 
liabilities, but also the engagement of 
Andrew Sharp as the new COO, who has 
already successfully established several 
mining start-ups. 

Exclusive interview with Vince Sorace, 
CEO of Kutcho Copper  

cient project with a minimized foot-
print.

 • Annual production of 50 million lbs of 
copper and 78 million pounds of zinc 
over an 11-year mine life with cash 
costs of US$1.11/lb copper equiva-
lent and all-in sustaining costs of 
US$1.80/lb copper equivalent.

Ω Expanded the Project’s high grade mi-
neral resources to 1.1 billion pounds of 
contained copper equivalent. The up-
dated mineral resource in the measured 

and indicated category totals 22.8 milli-
on tonnes averaging 1.52% copper and 
2.18% zinc (2.26% copper equivalent 
(CuEq) (refer to Company press release 
dated Sept 13, 2021).

Ω Completed a buyback of the royalty held 
by Sumac Mines Ltd. and terminated 
Sumac‘s right of first refusal (ROFR) to 
purchase concentrates from the Kutcho 
copper-zinc project opening access to a 
greatly expanded universe of potential 
concentrate off-takers and financial 
partners.

Ω Entered into negotiations for economic 
participation agreements with the Tahl-
tan and Kaska First Nations. 

Ω Developed a detailed exploration plan 
that provides numerous opportunities to 
increase the open pit and underground 
mineral resources available for inclusion 
in future mine plans at the existing Main, 
Sumac and Esso deposit.

Ω Eliminated all Debt and expanded part-
nership with Wheaton Precious Metals.

Ω Appointed new COO – with a significant 
track record of building and operating 
mines around the world.

What are the most important company ca-
talysts for the next 6 to 12 months?

Ω Advancing both near-resource and 
greenfields exploration targets.

Ω Re-entering the Environmental Assess-
ment process as the next step towards 
completion of permitting for mine de-
velopment.  

Ω Undertaking First Nation and communi-
ty engagement and consultations, sup-
porting field visits and completing eco-
nomic participation agreements with 
both the Tahltan and Kaska First Na-
tions.

Ω Evaluating and, if warranted, execute on 
a number of accretive and strategic op-
portunities.

Ω Continuing to evaluate and, if warranted, 
execute on identified opportunities to lo-
wer capital costs through strategic ar-
rangements, enhanced engineering stu-
dies (including additional ore sorting 
studies).

Ω Continuing to de-risk and advance the 
Project towards a production decision.

How do you see the current situation on 
the market for battery metals?

The battery metals market will continue to 
drive demand in the Copper market over 
the next decade driven primarily by the re-
newable energy and electric vehicle sec-
tors. Coupled with supply side constraints, 
we believe we can expect much higher 
copper prices in the years to come.      

Vince Sorace, CEO
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Surge Copper 
New resource estimate confirms billion-pound 
resource

Ootsa – Ox

The third advanced deposit is called Ox 
and is located approximately 4 kilometers 
northeast of East and West Seel and cont-
ains a crescent-shaped zone of dissemina-
ted and vein-controlled porphyritic cop-
per-molybdenum mineralization. This mi-
neralization contains pyrite, chalcopyrite 
and molybdenite occurring in hornfelsic 
sedimentary rocks near the western margin 
of a granodiorite porphyry deposit. There, 
the Company encountered 359.4 meters of 
0.41% copper equivalent and 227.7 meters 
of 0.53% copper equivalent, among others. 

Ootsa – Resource 

For all three advanced deposits combined, 
Surge Copper last released a resource esti-
mate in June 2022 based on a drill hole da-
tabase of approximately 152,000 meters of 
diamond drilling, including approximately 
50,000 meters drilled since 2018. Accor-
ding to the estimate, within these deposits 
alone, Ootsa has more than 1.7 billion 
pounds of copper, 167 million pounds of 
molybdenum, 1.6 million ounces of gold 
and 30 million ounces of silver in the Mea-
sured and Indicated categories, represen-
ting a 96% increase in M+I resources over 
the previous 2016 estimate, and an additi-
onal 138 million tonnes grading 0.28% 
copper equivalent in the Inferred category. 

Ootsa – PEA

An initial assessment of the project‘s eco-
nomic viability (Preliminary Economic As-
sessment (PEA)) also dates from 2016. This 
was based on – from today‘s perspective 
– extremely conservative raw material 
prices of US$3.00 per pound of copper, 
US$1,260 per ounce of gold, US$10.30 per 
pound of molybdenum and US$17 per 
ounce of silver. In addition, only about one-
third of the total resource was factored in. 

The East and West Seel deposits represent 
two distinct styles of porphyry mineralizati-
on that form a large contiguous mineralized 
zone. The deposits are located in a gently 
dipping area of confined bedrock, only 
about 6 kilometers from Huckleberry Mill. 
The East Seel deposit is a smaller, hig-
her-grade zone of mineralization containing 
copper-gold mineralization associated with 
quartz-magnetite-chalcopyrite veins. 
The West Seel deposit is a large zone of 
copper-gold-molybdenum-silver mineraliz-
ation associated with quartz-pyrrhoti-
te-chalcopyrite-molybdenite veins that ex-
tends from surface to a depth of over 1000 
meters and is not yet fully delineated. Both 
deposits have high tonnage and copper 
mineralization, some of which extends for 
several hundred meters. For example, Sur-
ge Copper‘s previous drilling campaigns in 
the East Seel area included 238 meters of 
0.73% copper equivalent and 186 meters 
of 0.78% copper equivalent. In the West 
Seel area, intersections included 817 met-
res at 0.45% copper equivalent, 1,013 me-
tres at 0.42% copper equivalent, 830 met-
res at 0.38% copper equivalent, 432 met-
res at 0.61% copper equivalent, and 585 
metres at 0.57% copper equivalent, 495 
metres at 0.54% copper equivalent and 
194 metres at 0.76% copper equivalent. 
Since November 2020, Surge Copper has 
drilled a total of 30,000 meters in the East 
and West Seel areas. In the process, the 
company recently encountered increa-
singly high-grade results. Among other re-
sults, the Company has intersected 52 me-
ters of 0.71% copper equivalent, 42 meters 
of 0.87% copper equivalent, 28 meters of 
0.90% copper equivalent including 16 me-
ters of 1.27% copper equivalent, 80 meters 
of 1.16% copper equivalent including 32 
meters of 2.02% copper equivalent, and 46 
meters of 1.7% copper equivalent inclu-
ding 28 meters of 2.0% copper equivalent 
and 10 meters of 3.6% copper equivalent. 
All of these top results came from the Seel 
Breccia Zone, located approximately 200 
meters north of the East Seel deposit.     

120 kilometers south of the city of Hous-
ton, British Columbia and has good all-we-
ather road access. The claims, totaling 
approximately 87,500 hectares, contain a 
network of logging roads that provide 
excellent road access through the central 
and eastern portions of the claim block. 
Ootsa is bordered to the north by the Huck-
leberry mine and mill complex, which is 
owned by Imperial Metals Corporation, is 
currently in care and maintenance status, 
and hosts only minor remaining reserves. 
Ootsa has a 35-man exploration camp that 
is typically operational from May through 
November. However, the relatively mild cli-
mate allows for year-round exploration ac-
tivity.

Ootsa – East & West Seel

Ootsa hosts several advanced cop-
per-gold-molybdenum-silver porphyry de-
posits located in the northeastern portion 
of the project area. 

Surge Copper is a Canadian mining de-
velopment company specializing in the de-
velopment of high-grade copper deposits 
in British Columbia. There, it holds majority 
interests in two large copper projects that 
are directly adjacent to each other and co-
ver a total of about 122,000 hectares. The 
entire area is rich in copper, molybdenum, 
gold and silver and is also well developed 
in terms of infrastructure. Surge Copper 
was recently able to further increase its al-
ready very large resource base.  In total, 
the two projects, Ootsa and Berg, host 1 
billion tons of rock with a total metal cont-
ent in the two projects of 5.3 billion pounds 
of copper, 586 million pounds of molybde-
num, 1.6 million ounces of gold and 89 mil-
lion ounces of silver.

Ootsa – 
Location and infrastructure

The Ootsa project, which is 100% owned 
by Surge Copper, is located approximately 

(Source: Surge Copper)
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The result was an after-tax net present 
value (NPV/5% discount) of CA$186 million 
and an internal rate of return (IRR) of a sen-
sational 81%. Accordingly, the mine life is 
12 years, and the payback period is 1 year. 
This is based on the assumption that Ootsa 
can be exploited by contract mining and 
toll milling in the Huckleberry Mill, which is 
why the initial capital costs – for this type of 
mine – would be a mere CA$64 million. 
At the moment, all assumed raw material 
prices are in part far above those from the 
PEA, which is why the profitability of the 
project can currently be estimated even 
better.

 
Berg – Location and resource

Surge Copper currently has the right to 
earn a 70% interest in the Berg cop-
per-molybdenum-silver project. Berg hosts 
a large porphyry copper-molybdenum-sil-
ver deposit located approximately 28 kilo-
meters northwest of Ootsa. Berg totals 
34,798 hectares, is directly adjacent to 
Ootsa and was expanded again in April 
2021 to include the Bergette Claims in the 
eastern area and the Sylvia Claims in Sep-
tember 2021. Some of the existing drilling, 
which includes 176 meters at 0.75% cop-
per equivalent and 63 meters at 1.44% 
copper equivalent, is widely spaced. In ad-
dition, the main deposit remains open at 
depth and radially outward.
In March 2021, Surge Copper released a 
resource estimate that truly had it all. Berg 
has 3.65 billion pounds of copper, 419 mil-
lion pounds of molybdenum and 59.1 milli-
on ounces of silver in the measured and 
indicated categories. 

Berg – Exploration successes

In 2021, the access road to the Berg camp 
was expanded, making Berg accessible to 
heavy vehicles for the first time in 10 years. 
Another important item is the review of 

existing drill core and drill core waste for 
precious metals, as about half of the histo-
rical drill holes have not been assayed for 
silver and none at all for gold. This should 
better define the higher-grade zones and 
reveal the best geochemical and geophysi-
cal anomalies. In September 2021, Surge 
Copper launched an initial exploration 
campaign of its own, which immediately 
yielded significant copper intercepts. The-
se included intersections of 325 meters at 
0.42% copper equivalent, 357 meters at 
0.59% copper equivalent, and 105 meters 
at 0.74% copper equivalent. Furthermore, 
in March 2022, the Company was able to 
prove very high-grade mineralization of 
0.83% copper over 132 meters. In addition 
to this, a further 5-year drill license was ob-
tained, and the latest drill program com-
menced with three mobile drill rigs.

Summary: 
Focus on drilling and metallurgical 
development

The Surge Claims comprise approximately 
7 billion pounds of copper equivalent, with 
good copper grades, including over 1.6 
million ounces of gold alone. The two huge 
project areas also have exploration poten-
tial based not only on possible additional 
deposits, but also on the fact that the 
re-evaluation of historical drill core alone 
could provide an additional boost in pro-
duct. With a CA$6.5 million exploration 
budget for 2022 (including 22,000 meters 
of drilling), the coming weeks and months 
will be marked by major advances in explo-
ration and metallurgical development, po-
tentially yielding additional high-grade mi-
neralized intercepts. A newly formed ma-
nagement team has already impressively 
demonstrated in the past that it can both 
land major new discoveries and finance lar-
ge sums of money.  

gical studies as well as further details on 
future project economic studies.

How do you see the current situation on 
the market for battery metals?

It has been a choppy market during 2022. 
Many battery metals are of course also 
common industrial metals that find applica-
tions in general construction and fabricati-
on, so have been sensitive to recession fe-
ars, albeit countered somewhat by continu-
ed supply tightness. The long-term outlook 
remains very strong though. Decarbonizati-
on of global energy conversions will be a 
multi decade endeavour and the metal usa-
ge intensity in nearly all of the identified so-
lutions is expected to be very high. Our pro-
jects are extremely well positioned for this 
future given the metal mix and the potential 
to develop projects with a low carbon foot-
print. 

What have you and your company achie-
ved in the past 12 months?

Our major achievements over the last twelve 
months include a resource update at our 
Ootsa project, incorporating a large amount 
of drilling that has been completed there 
over the last few years, a large scale metal-
lurgical testwork program for Ootsa, and a 
$7 million regional exploration program. The 
resource update brings our total inventory 
across two projects in the district to over a 
billion tonnes within the measured and indi-
cated resource categories, and is a great 
foundation for future economic studies that 
we are in the planning stages for.

What are the most important company ca-
talysts for the next 6 to 12 months?

In the coming months, we expect to see a 
steady stream of results from our regional 
exploration program. This program was de-
signed to test a number of new exploration 
targets that were generated in part by an air-
borne EM survey we flew in 2021, so we 
hope to have some exciting results that will 
advance these targets and help determine 
what the scale potential of this district can 
look like. In addition, we expect to be provi-
ding results from some important metallur-

Leif Nilsson, CEO

Exclusive interview with Leif Nilsson, 
CEO of Surge Copper  

Drilling at Ootsa,Nov 2020 (Source Surge Copper)




